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VOL XXI. NO. 136 PADUCAH. KY.. FRIDAY EVENING. JUNE 7 1907. 10 CENTS PER WEEK
BAPTIST PROGRAM
FOR ASSOCIATION
Ministers Will be in Session
For Two Days
Mayfield Will Have Large Delegation
of Prominent People To Enter-
tain For Week,
WOMEN HAVE AN AUXILIARY
Mayfleld will entertaki hundreds
of prominent Kentuckians the week
of June 24, when the State General
Association of Baptists meets there,
with the Ministers' Meeting and the
Woman's 'Missionary association.
The Ministers' meeting will convene
Monday night and continue until
Wednesday at le a. m., when the
General association proper will be
called to order, The program for
• the Ministers' Meeting is:
Monday-8e)41 p. ne—Sermon, J.
R. Hobbes Alternate, L. T. Wilson.
Tuesday-9:0U to 9:30 a. m.—
Devotional exercises.
9:30 to 10:000 a, ie.—Paper, "How
to Train Young Christians in Per-
sonal Service," IC. F. Wright. Alter-
nate M. E. Dodd.
1,0:00. to 110:34) a, m.—General die,
cuesion. Speeches limited to five
minutes.
10:30 to 11:00 a. m.—"The De-
nominational (alleges and the Pas-
tor," T. S. Hubert. Alternate, J. F.
Williams.
11:000 to 11:30 a. tn.—General die
cussem. Speeches limited to live
minutes,
11:341 a. m. to 12:00 m.—Paper,
"The Pastor as the Layman Would
Have Him," W. II. Harrison. Alter-
nate, B. Proctor.
12:0e m. to 12:30 p. m.—General
discussion. Speeches limited to five
minutes.
2:30 to 3:00 p. ne—Paper, "The
Pastor His Own Evangelist," B. A.
Dawes. Alternate, 0. M. Huey.
3 :no to 3:34) p. m.—General dis-
c use ion .
3: et) to 4:0e p. m.—"The Apostlic
Model in the Missionary Enterprise,"
J. S. Dill; followed by general Mafia-
meeting on missions:to 4:45 p.
4:45 to 5:01 p. to—•Report of
committee on o ttiarie.
Wednesday-9:040 to 10:00 a. in.
—Reports of other committees and
other unfinished business.
General Association.
There Is no set program for the
General association, although the
work is more or less outlined. The
order Of business is arranged after
the sessions commence. The present
officers of the asseciation are:
Moderator, T. T. Eaton, Louisville,
Ky.; assistant moderators. W. D.
Nowlin, Owensboro, •Ky.; J. S. Dill,
Bowling Green, Ky. Secretary, J. R.
Nunnelley, Georgetown, ley.: assist-
ant 'secretary; J. Henry Burnett, Glas-
gow, Ky.; statistical secretary, J, K.
N't nnelley, Georgetown, •Ky.
Secretary of state Board of 'Mite
alone--Rev. J. G. Bow, Louisville,
Corresponding eeeretary Home
Mieston Board—Rev. I). B. Gray, At-
lanta, Ga.
Corresponding Secretary Foreign
Mission Board—sRev. R. J. Willing-
ham, Richmond, Va.
Tee following committees will re-
port:
• State Missigns, H. Boyce Taylor.
W. M. Wood. Foreign missions,
Carter Helm Jones, W. L. Dorgan.
Home mission., J. el. Dill, Preston
Blake. Sunday schools and oolport-
age, J. Clyde Turner, Cecil Cook.
Woman's work, W. J. bleGolothlhe
W. IC. Mdteheli. Young People's
work. J. T. Watts, J. N. Prestriege.
Ministers' Add society, J. A. Booth,
J. C. Meretran, Order of buteneties
R T. Bruner, J. M Rhoddy, Temper-
ance. M. B. Attame, W. H. Harrison.
Nominations, C. {M. Thompson, J. W.
Hedden Apportionment, J. J. Tay-
lor B. F. .windier.
The Woman's Missionary associa-
tion is auxilary to the association
and meets at the same time. The
present officers are!
Mrs. B. F. Proctor, president; Mrs.
C. E. Elides secretary: Mrs. et Ray.
craft, auditor; committee on publics.
eon. Miss Willie Lamb, Mee C. E.
&ides.
't FINE STICK PIN
FOR PRINCIPAL
Professor E. George Payne was the
recipient of • pretty scarf pin this
afternoon from the members of the
sophomore (ewes of the High school.
In appreciation of his good work.
and as a token of remembrance. Af-
ter \the promotion earls were distrib-
uted, rousing cheers were Evan by
all the sholents for their Principal.
The world meanie reeognfzetr the
worth of e mate nntil too late for it
W help the Man.
WEATHER FOltECA8T.
STORMY.
Showers and local thunder storms
tonight and probably Saturday. Bib-
est temperature yesterday, 70; low-
est today, 65.
HEIR TO THRONE.
Stockholm, June 7.—Prineess
Mart6tret, wife of Prince Gusta-
vus Adolphus, son of the crown
prince of Sweden, gave birth to a
SOIL today, the future heir to the
throne of Sweden.
STOLYPIN RESIGNS.
Paris, June 7.—A dispatch
front St. Petersburg says Pre-
mier Stolypin ham resigned.
INDIAN CYCLONE.
London, June 7.—A dispatch
from Bombay today states that
destructive cyclone swept over
Kum:wide, completely wrecking
tbe town. several steamers are
reported driten ashore. While
no mention of casualties is made
It is feared the death list will be
large.
SAW TRAGEDY.
Woodbury, June 7.—Burglars
effeeted entran6e into Faulk-
ner's store early this morning.
Mrs. William Wearley, living
nearby, saw the men looting the
store and telephoned Marshal
Croy. The WOMall etw front a
window a burglar ready to *toot
the marshal. She called to him to
stay back. Immediately two
shots were fired. One pierced
Croy'., heart, killing him instant-
ly. The burglars escaped.
KNOX'S CANDIDACY.
Washington, June 7.— The
candidacy of Senator Knox, of
I ̀et, tt sy lv a n a, for president, has
Made a favorable impression
among politicians hens Al-
though the president has ex-
pressed a personal preference
for Taft it may he stated without
dispute that the white house in-
fluence will /melte used in favor
of Taft against Knox.
.1 BUSY DAY.
Washington, June 7.—With
two speeches, two reviews and a
number of receptions Pretsident
Roosevelt Will he kept on the
move at the Jamestown exposi-
tion Monday, when Georgia day
is celebrated. The president will
deliver the Georgia day siddrees
and make a speech befere the
National Editorial association.
OAK STAKES.
Epsom, England, June 7.—
The deposit. Oak stakes, which
aroused Mimes( RA much enthusi-
asm as the Derby, was won by
Glass Doll; Demerits finished sec-
ond; Lady Hasty third. Four.
to-en horses started.
TORPEDO BOAT RACE.
Washington, June 7.—An ac-
cident. marred the ramp; of torpe-
do boats, which started pester-
(ley front Sandy Hook for Nor-
folk. The torpedo boat destroyer
"Hopkins," one of the Flotilla,
broke her propeller, and is now
in tow of the "Whipple," bound
for Norfolk. where she will be
docked as soon as possible.
Glt IN MARKET.
Cincinnati, June 7.—Wheat
99; corn, 57%; oats, i9.
WHEAT SOARS.
Chicago, 111., June 7.—Upon
unexpected reports of extreme-
ly poor condition of wheat In
Kansas, wheat began to soar
again. According to reports
KARAM 1011 yield forty million
bushels lees than last year.
RIVER TRIP.
Washington, D. C., Jane 7.—
Ilepresentattve Burton made ar-
rangements for the inland water-
ways comminition to meet presi-
dent at Keeeville, Iowa. There
is no change In the plan to stop
at retro, St. Louis and Nient-
ph la.
e party of Padoisahans ieft tele
morning on the steamer Joe Fowler
for Mammoth Cave. in the party
Were Mrs. Bud Dale Mrs. J. K, laved,
Mrs..' A. Miller, Mrs. C. G. Warner,
Miss Elizabeth Smith. 'of Dallas,
TeX.; !Vito Lineitiey, of Den-
eington, Oklahoma, and Prof., C. H.
Mores, -.
'City Property Is Exempt
FromPayingState Taxes
Court of Appeals Holds That
Kentucky Cannot Collect
For the Cemetery, Lighting
Plant and When
GERRYMANDER HAS TO STAND.
Frankfort, Ky., June 7.— The
court of appeals today affirmed the
judgment of the McCracken circuit
court in the case of the common-
wealth by Lucas, revenue agent,
against the city of Paducah, Judges
O'llear, Nunn and Carroll dissent
from the part of opinion, which holds
the city's electric light plant, and ap-
paratus exempt from taxation. This
case was instituted by Frank Lucas,
state revenue agent, to collect stat'e
taxes for the cemetery, wharf, mar-
ket house and city lighting plant.
City Solicitor Campbell represented
the city in the case. The decision
holds the city property exempt.
Save State From (Autos.
Frankfort, Ky., June 7.— The
court of appeals today upheld the
senatorial redistricting act of 1893
in reversing the ease of Napeir vs.
Bisworth from Whitley county. The
court says "To hold the act void
would be to throw the government
into chaos and this no court is re-
quired to do."
UTILITIES BILL SIGNED'
AND IS NOW THE LAW
Albany, N. Y., June 7.—The so-
called "public utilities bill" was sign-
ed today by Governor Hughes. It
places under direct state control ev-
ery public service corporation, great
or small, in the state of New York.
With the exception of the telephone
and the telegraph. It applies not only
to the railroads, street railway and
subway lines, express companies, and
gas and electric lighting companies,
doing business exclusively in the
state, buf to the business within the
state of all railroads or other com-
mon carriers which enter the state
at any eolnt.
MAY NOT BE "COKE."
Religious Zeal May Have Unbalanced
Minds of Waddelle.
Religious intensity and not a
"coke jag" may have caused the
shooting charge against Will and Ma-
tilda Waddell. colored, who yester-
day at noon tried to shoot every one
in sight in the rear of the Hayes res-
idence at Sixteenth and Broadway.
This morning the prisoners were
presented in pollee court. Police
Judge I) A. Cross held them over
for malicious shooting with intent to
kites but directieg the jailer to have
them placed under the care of Coun-
ty Physician L. Edwin Young for
treatment.
ANOTHER ACCIDENT AT
IRON FURNACE PROPERTY
Falling material in the dismant-
ling of the old iron furnace on South
Third street, again caused an acci-
dent tthis morning at 7:45 o'clock,
when 0. W. Sanderson, 1020 Ten-
nessee street. was struck on the
right forearm by a' piece of 'iron,
breaking the bones. Dr. J. D. Robert-
son cheesed the injury. Miner inju-
ries have been frequent in the work
of dismantling.
Infant Dies.
The 20 months old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Elienwood, of
Rowlandtown, died this morning of
fever and will be buried this after-
noon in Oak Grove cemetery.
HEAVY RAIN STORM.
Lightning Strikes a Pole in the
Paducah and McCracken' county
were visited by a violent thunder
and rain storm this morning between
7 and 8 o'clock, but little damage
was done.
At Fourth 'and Harrison streets a
bolt of lightning struck a pole of the
East Tennessee Telephone company
and splintered it. The electrical
shock was felt in the residence of W.
P. Weeks. The rain fell heavily
while it lasted and creeks were swol-
len with remarkable quicknese. The
telephone wi•es were eftoased in a
cable, and only one telephone burned
out,
PRAISES HORSE
SHOWS OF PAST
W. S. Hale Tells What They
Do For Paducah 'and Inci-
dentally Boosts Project of
West Ky. Fair Association
NEED TO ATTRACT PEOPLE.
Mr. W. L. Hale, of Mayfield, sec-
retary: of the West Kentucky Fair
association, was in the city today to
attend the Matinee races, and do
some boosting for the Mayfield meet
to be held July 4, 5 and 6, at May-
field. He will go to Louisville tonight
to interest some of the horse owners
in the Blue Grass regions In his
meet.
"We have already a big list of
entries." he said today. "We are
hanging up purses, aggregating $1,-
000 a day, for three days, and this
will attract the crowds and the
horses. The July meet is a prelimi-
nary event to pur fall races and fair
in September.
"We Mayfield -petiole are pleased tfl
see that Paducah will have races this
year, and think you are wise to have
the race meet and your horse show
at the same time. You don't appreci-
te the reputation your horse shows
have given your town. I predict you
will have a great, big out-of-town at-
tendance thie year, if you give your
usual liberal purses. Some of our
Mayfield folks captured some of your
best prizes last fall, and they are al-
ready training their horses for the
show this year.
"As The Sun said last week, Pa-
ducah should offer this section sev-
eral attractions of the nature of
horse shows and fairs each year. as
our people only need an inducement
to come to Paducah."
Saloon IA Burglarized.
Burglars entered the saloon of A
G. Adkins. at 702 Tennessee street,
between 12 and 5 o'clock this morn-
ing and stole a little change and four
quarts of liquor. Adkins had just
moved in, securing a transfer of
liquor license from 82.5 South Th;rd
street only last night from the board
of aldermen. The burglars entered
through a side window, and ltft
through a back door. Eight five
cent pieces in cash was taken and
no clue was left
Contractor George Weikel broke
ground on the Rowiandtown school
site this afternoon, and as he has
the brick contract in the Jackson
street building, he will 'break ground
on that site next Wednesday. Lock-
wood &*Tuttle and Weikel had sep-
arate bids on the two buildings.
PaVements on BroadWay
ProVided In Ordinance
14o delay will be occasioned in the
Improving of Broadway with side-
walks, eurbs and gutters from Ninth
street to the city limits, by the legis-
lative department. With signatures
today of President Lindsey, of the
lower board, City Clerk Bailey and
Mayor Yeiser, the ordinance provid-
_ 
FLOWER MISSION
DAY FOR W. C. T. U.
•
As June 9, the birthdaY of Mien
Jennie Catialday, and observed every
where by the W, C. T. U. as Flower
Mission day, falls on gunday this
year, the Paducah W. C, T. U. will
observe tomorrow as the day. As
there are en many on the list of the
sick A 1141 tothers the union will be
glad to cheer, contributions of flow-
ers will be grateftely reeeived it
sent to. the First Baptist ehurch to-
morrow between 1 and 2 o'clock.
lag for the work between Fifteenth
and Sixteenth streets, completing
the chain, of improvemente,,wiii be a
law
The board of aldermen met at the
city hall this morning in epeeist set-
Mon for the purpose of mewing this
ordinance on Its second reacting, hav-
ing passed it last night on the first
reading.
Hospital Is Solo.
, The finance committee of the gen-
eral council this morning retitled the
sale of the old city hospital property.
Fifth and Husbands streets. to Mr.
John Holmes for $1,500, concerting
In the action of the lower board. The
property IR 1 6,5 by 192 feet in di-
men Mons.
Pathwahan Weds.
John Kileoyne, a Padeceh bey,
who was with C. L. Brunson & com-
pany for severel years was married
At rM011110. Ala., on Tueeday to R
young lady from Pensacola, Fla. For
the poet six menthol Mr. Kitenyne has
been employed as bookkeeper for
the leading florist of Mobile, Ala,
SOUGHT HIS PREY "A Spirit of Anarchy Is
WITH BOMBSHELL Created Among the Pupils"
Harry orchard Continues Re-
cital of Bloody Record
Eigheett Victims Mt-tank! by Witness
Against Haywood in Idaho
HOW GOV. STEIJNENBERG DIED.
Boise, Idaho, June 7.—Harry Or-
chard crowned his admissions of
grave crimes when, continuing his
case against William D. Haywood, he
made an explciitly detailed confes-
81011, of the murder of Frank Steune.n-
berg by an infernal machine, that
directly opens the *ay for his own
conviction and execution for the mor-
tal offense. He swore that the as-
sassination of Steunenberg was first
suggested by Haywood, Pettibone
and himself; was financed by Hay-
wood and was executed by himself,
after tre failure of an attempt in
which Jack Simpkets' had partici-
pated.
Orchard lifted the total of his own
murdered victims to eighteen, de-
tailed the circumstances under which
he tried to murder former Gov. Pea-
body, Judge Goddard, Judge Gab-
bert, Gem. Sherman Bell, D. H. Mof-
fatt and Frank Herne. Incidentally
he confessed to a plan to kidnap the
child of one of his former associates.
Then under cross-examination by
the defense Orchard confessed guilt
of the sordid crimes of deserting his
young child and wife in Ontario, flee-
ing to British Columbia with Hattie
Simpson, the wife of another man,
and commiting bigamy by marrying
a third woman at Cripple Creek.
His voice dropped to a lower key
as the pitiful story of the long hunt
for elteunenberg narrowed down to
the last day and he told of the rare
from the hotel to the home to beat
his victim with the death trap, and
the meeting in the evening in the
gloom, as the victim walked uncon-
sciously to his doom. Through It all
he winced but once and that was
when the defense made him name his
Mx sisters and his one br'ot'her and
give their residences in Ontario and
New York.
"I went to Seattle to look at a
ranch. Pettibone had told me to do
this He thought it might be a
good thing to have a ranch where we
could hide whenever it became nec-
essary. From Seattle I went to
Spokane and then to Wardner to see
la k Simpkins. I told him what my
object was.
Simpkins finally decided to return
to Caldwell with Orchard to help In
the assassination of Gov. Steil nen-
berg. From 1Vardner, Orchard and
Simpkins first went to Wallace.
Ldsho,
Had Bomb in Readiness.
Proceeding from Wallace to Spo-
kane. Orchard said he and Simpkina
bought tett pounds of powder there
with which to make a new bomb,
when they reached Caldwell. Simp-
kins bought a pair of field glasses.
Arriving at Caldwell for a second
time, Orchard said he registered
himself as Hogan and Simpkins as
"e tried to locate Gov. Steunen-
.
berg at once," said Orchard, but
could not. We went out to his resi-
dence several times and then finally
saw him in the Saratoga hotel on
Sunday evening. In the meantime,
we had fixed up the bomb, so Simp-
kine and I took the bomb out and
set it under the sidewalk with a
string stretched across the walk so
when he struck it, It would upset the
bottle of sulphuric acid. We went
back to the hotel to wait, but heard
nothing. After two or three hours
we went out and got the bomb. We
found somebody had broken the
string but had not upset the bottle.
We hid the bomb In so meweeds.
•
The bomb was made in a wooden box
lust big enough to hold ten pounds
of powder.
"The next time I saw the gover-
nor, he 'was sitting in the Saratoga
hotel. I went up to my room and
got the bomb and hurried out to the
Steunenberg house and planted the
bomb by the gate. I then started
ha k to the hotel and when about
two blocks away I met Steunenberg
out hje was home. I ran as fast as
I could toward the hotel, but had not
reached it when the explosion oc-
curred.
"I went to my room to do up some
acid anti giant. cape and things in a
package. As I was doing so a giant
rap In my pocket exploded and tore
one side of my coat out. I was
afraid everybody In the hotel had
heard teh explosion. I waited a
while, but there was no indication
that anyone had heard what had -
eu r red in my room. I went down
stairs and remained at the hotel un-
til Monday, when. I was arreettal.:ib
Manager J. H. Steffen, of the An-
hesteer-Reeeh Stewing a'ernpee nY, has
gone to St Louis to be gone severe'
od
ays, on business.
PROF. E. GEORGE PAYNE
Prof. E. George Payne, Principal of Washington
Building, Says Failure of Board to Support Sup-
erintendent Lieb Has Militated Against Disci-
pline—Suggests "School Board Capable of Un-
derstanding High School Work"
STUDENTS LIKE EIGHTH GRADE WORK
In acsordence e.th the custom that I cannot desist from calling at-
Pselessor E. George Fay ue, princi-
pal of the High school and Washing-
ton school building for four years,
today submitted his annual report to
Superintendent C. M. Lieb. Professor
Payne said:
• "In accordance with your request
and our usual custom I have the
honor to submit you herewith my
fourth annual report upon the condi-
tion of the Paducah High school, and
the grades of Washington school, to-
gether with recommendations and
suggestions for improvements.
The High School Building.
"In my second annual report I
called attention to the need of sortie
repairs upon the High school build-
ing, and something was done but the
work of most importance was left
undone. The floors should by all
means be deadened, the walls repair-
ed, especially in the study hall, and
other inexpensive improvements be
made that would help the looks of
the building immeasurably. Our
seating, especially in the study hall
is inadequate. We do not have as
many seats as we have pupils. This
defect causes endless confusion and
loss of books. I made a special re-
port last November upon our inade-
quate seating facilities. The board
took the matter up after the holidays
and ordered some seats which arrived
about the middle of April, but the
money invested in them is worse than
wasted, for they are ,entirely unfit
for the purpose for which they are
to be used, and can never be made
suitable. It will be unfortunate if
the board puts them into the study
hall. I would suggest that they
consult a school man who will tell
them how to seat the hall with good
seats for the amount they have in-
vested in the poor ones. wish to
diselailn all connection with and re-
sponsibility for the ordering of
these seats' for I did not see them
or the sample submitted until they
were placed in the basement after
shipment.
Equipment.
"It goes wItheut saying that we,
as teachers, can not he expected to do
the highest grade of work without
means with which to do it. Last
year the ward principals, together
with the High school principal joined
in a requisition for an Increase in
library facilities. For some reason
the request Was not granted. I can
not too emphatically urge now, with
no other motive in view, than the
progress of the schools, that this re-
quest be granted. Three years ago
we established a laboratory in the
High school, and inaugurated a four. 
yearscourse in Potence. While the
board has been liberal in former
years in Its attention to this feature
of the work, In comparison with the
equipment in other departments, yet
the department is not what it should
he, and the course can not be made
what It ought to be until plenty of
apparatus in every line of work is
provided.
Play Grounni,
"In my former reports I have call-
ed attention to the need of play
Rromndit, and it mar be futile for me
to make further suggestions along
this line, but the need is so urgent
tention to the former request There
Is a movement now on foot in the
city to establish municipal parks.
There could be nothing more appro-
priate than to establish these in con-
nection with the schools. If the park
C011Ittliss1011 will not do this then the
board of education could not do bet- '
ter than to invest in grounds for this
purpose. We have no grounds for
athletics or for play of any kind.
The boys of the High school in the
past four years have done much in
an athletic way that has helped the
school and the school intee'est. This
has been done in the face of much
difficulty. Front lethargy among
patrons and pupils they have devel-
oped good football, baseball, tennis
and basketball teams. Interest in
these games has kept the students
off the streets and out of injurious
forms of amusement and exercise
The training and dieting of the foot-
ball season has developed a marvel-
ous power of self-control among our
boys. The athletics has been under
the control of the faculty and
has been divorced from all
professionalism. This of itself has
been a victory worthy of all effort
put forth. Now all of this has been
accomplished without the aid of the
board, and under much difficulty.
What we wish to urge is that the
board immediately provide for out-
door and indoor athletics, and give
Its moral and financial support to the
boys and girls tu their efforts to de-
velop themselves into strong and
useful men and women.
Shorter Hours.
"I am still of the opinion suggest-
ed to you in a former report that
the hours in the High school should
he shortened. We now have seven
recitation periods, and better work
would result with only six, the re-
quirement of our best schools. This
would afford time outside of school
hours to devote to public speaking,
reading„ literary clubs, and athlet-
ics. These activities could then be
required of all students and would
result in inestimable good to them.
Besides these special features that
are essential, the shrotening of the
hours would afford the students an
opportunity of taking their music
outside of school hours, and thus
avoid a great annoyance to the fac-
ulty 
work,
-kand an interference with school
School Attendance.
"The attendance of individual stu-
dents it. tiot as regular, at least in
some cases, as It should be. Parents
keep children out of school to en-
gage in various functions, entertain-
ments. etc. They send notes of ex-
planation and the principal can do
nothing but accept the excuse. If
parents are to have the benefit of
public education for their children.
(Continued on Page Six.)
Uri George, a mail clerk who was
injured in the Santa Fe wreck at Te-
remseh, Okla., several days ago, Is a
brother of Mrs. Patine Kirk. of
Eghth and Clark street, wife of the
illInots'Central policeman, and is not
expel led to live He is Internallv In-
jured, end sustained a broken shoul-
der and hip.
TW1. THE PADUCAH t EVENING SUN. FRIDAY, 
JPNE T.
Perfect
Womanhood
The greatest nienace to woman's
penuaueut happiness in life is the
suffering that comes from some de-
rangement of the feminine organs.
Many thousands of women have
realized this too late to save their
health, barely in time to save their
lives.
To be a successful wife, to retain
the love and admiration of her hus-
band, should be a w012181.1's constant
study.
If a woman finds that her ener-
giesare flagging, that she getaemay
tired, dark shadows appear under
her eves, she has backache. head-
ache, 'bearing-down seneations, ner-
vousness, irregularities or the
'blues,' she should start at once to
build up her system by a tones with
specific powers, such as
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
the great women's remedy for woman's ills, made only of roots and herbs.
It cures Female Complaints, such as Dragging Sensations, Weak
Back, Falling and Displacements. Inflammation and Ulceration, and all
Organic Diseases, and is invaluable iu the Change of Life. It dissolves
and Expels Tumors at an early stage. Subdues Faintness, Nervous
Prostration, Exhaustion, and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures
Headache, General Debility, Indigestion, and invigorates the whole
female sysem. It is an excellent remedy for derangements of the
Kidneys In either sex.
MUST WAIT
JEFFERMIN STREET PEOPLE IN
SEWER DISTRICT, NO. 3.
Petition leor Extension Of Laterals
From the Main of District,
No, 2,
Residents on Jefferson street, from
Thirteenth street to Sixteenth street,
will have to wait until sewer district
No. 3, to secure sewers. This was de-
cided last night on the filing of a
petition asking for the extension of
laterals from the No. 2 system-. The
board received and filed the petition.
It-Is claimed the mains are too small
to drain a larger area than originally
tuapped.
iN CIVIL SERVICE, NO POLITICS.
1toosevelt Forbids Employee to Take
Active Part in Campaign.
•
Washington, June 7.—The rules of
he civil service commission have
been amended so as to prohibit all
persons In the atassified civil service
;rem taking an active part in polita
tail campaigns.
The amendment was made through
Lfl exeeutive order issued by the
president, and is as follows:
"Persons who by the provisions of
these rules are in the competitive
classified service; while retaining the
right to vote as they please and to
express privately their opinions on
all political subjects, shall take no
active part in polittcal management
or in political campaigns."
He Fired the Stick.
"I have fired the walking-stick I've
carried over 40 years, on account of
a sore that resisted every kind of
treatment, until I trted Bucklenis
Arnica Salve; that has healed the
sore and made me a happy man,"
writes John Garrett, of North Mills,
N. C. Guaranteed for Piles, Burns,
etc., by all druggists, 25c.
FRENCH CHIEF' TO MEET KING
Fallieres Will Visit Courts of Norway,
Sweden and Denmark.
Paris, June 7.— President Fal-
lieres' trip to Norway in return for
King Haakon's visit to Paris is as-
suming large political importance.
The president has decided to visit
King Oscar at Stockholm and King
Friederick at Copenhagen,and there is
reason also to believe that negotia-
tions are on foot to effect a meeting
between Emperor Nicholas and the
French president. Moreover, the Gil
Bas today announced that arrange-
ment* had been etserfected whereby
King Edward will reach Christiania
simultaneously with M. Fallieres.
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The Plaids
in
Varied
Shades
Are Very
Popular
This
Season
The study of fabrics is an interesling
feature of the clothing proposition, and it
takes a keen foresight to divine what is
THE popular fabric for any season.
This slimmer plaids have attained great
favor. Of course The New store shows a
great line of them. They come in light
and dark shades—as you may fancy. Of
all wool fabrics, twice shrunk before being
made up, and then carefully hand tailored
throughout in every detail—they mark the
perfection mark in ready-to-wear clothing.
We show every popular style and at
every price from S10 to $40.
Watch our windows for a complete
showing of the best in ready-to-wear
clothing.
I 418,04
!kir 
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MAD DOG'S VICTIM
er of these thefts, but suppose it
Must have been the saute thieves that
have been operating in Christian satin
T ty for the mat week or two.
IS °DIME GIRL
BASEBALL NEWS
Graves County in Terror Over
The Occurrence
Fulton Maas., . Will .lennediately Re-
build Carr Structure, Burned
By incendiaries.
MARSHALL'S NEW WAREHOUSE
Hayfield, Anti 7.—Miss Venice
Hendrickson, the ten year old daugh-
ter of J. B. Headrickson, of near
Clear Springs, ten miles east of May-
field, is lying at the -home of her
father in a serious tamale:in as the
result of being horribly bitten by a
shepherd dog Wednesday afternoon.
Further anxiety is felt on account of
the existence of mad dogs in that
section and it is feared the dog was
suffering with the rabies.
The dog belonged to Ed Williams.
a neighbor of Mr. Hendrickson. and
was never known to be of a vicious
disposition. The little girl was pass-
ing along the road in front of the
Williams house when the dog at-
tacked her. She was bitten six times
on the side and hip and the flesh was
terribly lacerated. Her screams at-
tracted the attention eof Mrs. Wil-
liams and Miss Reale Lane daughter
of Bud Lane, who ran to the victim's
assistance and succeeded in beating
the dog away, but not before the girl
was almost exhausted from the bleed-
ing wounds and excruciating pains.
Dr. Hurt was immediately summon-
ed and dressed the wounds. He found
the girl to be in a dangerous condi-
tion and in a serious nervous state
from the disastrous experience she
had.
Mad dogs have been in that neigh-
borhood recently and, fearing that
the animal might have been bitten
by some dog, is being kept tied up
to await further developments.
Mrs. Peter Cox, who lives in that
community, has a mad stone and it
was applied to the wounds.
Will Rebuild at Once.
Fulton, Ky., June 7.— The two
buildings of Nea T. Carr, destroyed
by Wednesday morning's blaze, will
soon be replaced by handeome struc-
tures. M. F. DeMyer, the jeweleawill
manta his old stand in the corner
building and all the old occupants of
the upstairs offices will want their
same location again. Lovelace & Ro-
per will occupy their old stand. The
.front of tae new buildinge will be of
large plate glass and handsomely - ar-
ranged to make pretty window dis-
playS.
Dark Tobacco Warehouse.
Benton, Ky., June 7.—The Dark
Tobacco Growers' Protective associ-
ation met at the court house here
and passed the following resolutions:
"Resolved, That a committee be
appointed to locate a lot and draft
a plan for a tobacco warehouse, to
be erected thereon, in the town of
Benton, and to ascertain the proba-
ble cost of same. Said committee is
to report at the next meetingwhich
will be at the court house in Benton
on Monday, July 1,
National Lea u. _
R H E
Chicago  3 10 2
New York  4 1
Batteries— Taylor and Kling; Mc-
Ginnity. %Mee and Bowerman.
R H E
Pittsburg  6 8 2
Boston  0 3 1
Batteriee--Willis and Gibson; Lin-
deman, Dorner and Brown.
Plants Stolen.
Cadiz, Ky., June 7.—We under-
stand some one visited the plant beds
of Mr. Dock Wadlington, at Cale...Io-
nia, last Friday night and stole near-
ly every plant he had that was large
enough to set.
It Is also reported that the plants,
on a bed belonging to a cropper on
the farm of Mr. A. H. Graeg, four
miles notthwest of here, which were
sufficient to leave set several acres,
were also stolen by some unknown
party a few nights ago.
We have heard of no clue to eltb-
FLOWERS
For beautifying your yards and
estimates on Hower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
behmaus Bros. for the largest
and most complete Stook of
flowers and plants in the city.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
SCHINAUS BROS.
113.3th Phone ai 192,
St. Louis
R H E
2 11 to
Philadelphia  4 6 2
Batteries,— Brown and Marshall;
Manger and Docan.
2 9 2
Cancinnati  4 12 1
Brooklyn   4 15 4
Batteries — Ewing and Schiel;
Ruaker, Stricklett and Ritter.
•
American League 
R H E
Philadelphia  3 8 2
Chicago  0 6 4
Batteries- -Waddell and Schreck;
Walla, Sullivan and McFarland.
R H E
New York  0 6 0
Cleveland   5 8 2
Batteries—Doyle, Keefe and Kiel-
now; Liebhardt and Clark.
R H
Boston  2 7 2
Detroit  6 8 0
Batteries—Young and Criger; Kil-
lian and Archer.
R H B
Washington  2 6 2
St. :Louis  5 11 1
Batteries — Smith and Heydon;
Petty and O'Connor.
Remarkable Rescue.
That the truth is stranger than
fiction, has once more been demon-
strated in the little town of Fedora,
Tenn., the residence of C. V. Pepper.
He writes: "I was in bed, entirely
disabled with hemorrhages of the
lungs and throat. Doctors failed to
help` me, and all hope had fled when
I began taking DT. King's New Dis-
covery. Then instant relief came.
The coughing soon ceased; the
Weeding diminished rapidly, and in
three weeks I was able to go to
work." Guaranteed for coughs and
colds 50e. and $1.00, at all drug-
gists. Trial bottle free.
TRIAL OF SCHMITZ UNDER WAY.
Finn Testimony Heard Against the
Frisco Mayor.
San Francisco. June 7.—The open-
ing address for the prosecution by
Assistant District Attorney Heney,
the partial examination in chief of
former Police Commissioner Thonias
Reagan, the introductien as evidence
of a mass of data from the minute
Woks of the police commission for
the years 1e04-o5, and the question-
ing in relation thereto of the secre-
tary of the commission, Charles F.
Skully, were the incidents that made
up the first day's actual trial of May-
or Eugene E. :Schmitz for extortion.
Skully will resume the wituese
stand at the opening of court tomor-
row, further to identify and corrob-
orate pollee commission records. He
will be followed by Mr. Reagan, who
win complete his testimony and then
he turned over to the defense for
cross exalnittallon.
lieney in his opening statement
charged the mayor and Ruef with
plotting to "carry on a systematic
scheme of blackmail" through the
Instrumentality of the police com-
mission.
DON T,
• Pont let your child suffer with thatcough when you can cure it with Bal-
lard's Horehound Syrup, a sure eine
for Coughs. Bronchitis, Influenza,
Croup and Pulmonary Diseases. Buy
a bottle and tiy it. B. B. Laughter.
Byhtilia, Miss., writes: ''I have two
children who had croup. I tried many
different remedies, but I must say your
Horehound Syrup is the best Croup and
Cough medicine r ever used."
Sold by all druggists.
 4111111111111111111111111
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Chocolate ice cream •
soda. No? Surely
it is, the way we
serve it anyway. It
will make you re-
gret that you haven't
drank it brfore. It's
healthy and whole-
some, cool and re-
freshing, and cheap
10c.
McPHERSON'S
Drug:Store.
ILLINOIS MOB IS ()L"fWITTED.
Slayer Taken From Rack Door of Jail
and Hurried to Another Town.
Highland, Ill . Jiine 7.—While a
mob of 100 was gathered In front of
the'-.jail here today threatening to
lynch Louis Monkens, 6.5 years of
age, he was removed through a rear
^ sea taken b., bug-
gy to the Edwardsville Jail. Monken
shot and killed Albert BrItsch in a
saloon Monday morning. Witnesses
to the shooting way Britech dared
Monken to shoot hint, Monken having
threatened him with violence during
a saloon quarrel.
Aft 
LABOR DAY COMMITTEE
OF cravrttak LABOR UNION
Labor Dday will be observed as
usual on. the Mat Monday in Septem-
ber, which this year falls on the sec-
ond day of the month. Last night at
a meeting of Central Labor union,
lb fellowing committee was ap-
pointed to arrange preilmiaaries for
a hl a celebration: ' Henry Carroll,
chairman; Lon Crandall, L. Haynes,
A. E. Stein, J. R. Thompson, C. C.
Young. George Hannan, la M. Wil-
lis and George Mcflarrigal.
Ghosts probably Welk at night in
4
order it; keep ithade.
I PROVE IT
gliderine
GREW MISS CARROLL'S HAIR4
- AND WE CAN t 
s
Beautiful Hair At Small Cost.
WITHIN the last decade great and rapid strides have been made in
VT )4ateria Medics.. Many diseases that were considered incurable
fifteen years ago are now cured ins few days, and tn many cases prevented
altogether. The scientists of late years have been delving for the cause,
the foundation, the reason and the starting point of disease, fully realizing
that the actual and true cause must be ascertained before the remedy can
be located. Hair troubles, like many other diseases, have been wrongly
diagnosed and altogether misunderstood. The hair itself is not the thing
to be treated, for the reason that it is simply a product of the scalp, and
wholly dependent upon its action. The scalp is the very soil in which
the hair is produced, nurtured and grown, and it alone should receive the
attention if results are to be expected. It would do no earthly good to
treat the stem of a plant with a view of making it grow and become more
beautiful—the soil in which the plant grows must be attended to. There-
fore, the scalp in which the hair grows must receive the attention if you
are tp expect it to grow and become more beautiful.
' Loss of hair is caused by the scalp drying up, or losing
supply of moisture or nutriment, and when baldness
occurs the scalp has simply lost all of its nourishment,
leaving nothing for the hair to feed upon (a plant or even
a tree would die under similar conditione).
The natural and logical thing to do in either case is,
feed and replenish the soil or scalp as the case may be,
and your crop will grow and multiply as nature intended
it should.
Dr. Knowlton's DANDERINE
Is the only remedy for the hair ever discovered that is identical
with the natural hair foods or liquids of the scalp. It feeds and
nourishes the hair and does all the work originally carried on by
the natural nutrients or life-giving juices generated by the scalp
itself. It penetrates the pores of the scalp quickly and the hair
soon shows the effects of its wonderfully exhilarating and life.
producing qualities.
One twenty-five-cent bottle is enough to convince you of its great
worth as a hair growing and hair beautifying remedy—try it and see
for yourself. Now on sale at every drug and toilet store in the land.
Three sizes, 25c, soc and $isoo.
FREE
•
MISS J. 6^RROL.I.
2307 Irving Avio., Chicago
To show how quiCirl, Handeelne arts we will send a large sample tree by return mail to any one who send this advertisement
to the Knowlton Danderine Co., Chicago, with their name and address and 10 cents in silver or stamps to Y postage.
DOCTORS ADJOURN
AFTER FAVORING NATIONAL DE-
PARTMENT OF HEALTH.
• -
Elect C. H. Harbaugh, of Philadel-
phia, President of the National
Association.
Atlantic City, N. J., June 7.-- The
American Medical association ad-
journed last night after adopting a ,
resolution favoring the establishment
of a national department of health.
The following officers were elected:
President—C. H. Harbaugh, Phil-
adelphia.
Vice-Presidents—L. H. Montgom-
ery, Chicago; T. Millman, Toronto;
Dr. Kennric, Syracuse.
Secretary—John G. Monihan, New
York.
Dr. Samuel G. Dixon, chief of the
Pennsylvania state health depart-
ment, who made the principal ad-
dress, said It was the intention to
utilize the $1,000,000 recently ap-
propriated by the legislature to pro-
vide dispensaries in aach of the 67
counties in the state for the treat-
ment of consumptives.
A HAPPY MOTHER
Will see that her baby is pxoperly
cared for—to do this a good purgative
is necessary. Many babies suffer from
worms and their mothers don't know
it. If your baby Is feverish and doesn't
sleep at nights It is troubled with
worms. White's Cream Vermifuge will
clean out, these worms in a milo,
pleasant way. Once tried always used.
Give it a trial. Price 25c.
Sold by all druggists.
JUNM
•
Peak—If I move out to the evub-
urbs, what do I need? Lane—A silk
hat, a frock coat, a baby carriage
and a mowing machine.—Llfe.
IN ADDITION
To our new goods, we are
now receiving, we have in
stock some bargains in second
hand pianos, slightly i -used
and but little abused, at
tempting prices and attractive
terms; including
Knabe
Kingsbury,
Urunewald,
Ellington.
Players from $75.00 Up
The player piano a spe-
cialty.
Delighted to show them.
-"Come in again."
W. T. Miller & Bro.
/418 Irondway.
132.124 N. Fourth 8t.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE\
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Agonta for
Travelers Insurance Co.
Biggeat and Oldest.
Office Phones 369. Residence -Phones 726
Campbell Building, Paducah, Ky.
Vacation Trips.
In the summer resort region of
Wisconsin, Minnesota and Northern
Michigan, The North-Western Line
reaches with direct train service and
through Pullman sleeping Carte
series of cool summer resorts, hunt-
ing arid fishing grounds, which for
variety of interest excel all others.
Numerous good hotels, boarding
houses and camps. -Some of the best
fishing in the world. If you are in-
terested in finding a piece suited to
your particular needs, call upon any
ticket agent or address N. M. Breeze,
general agent, 436 Walnut street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Your Summer (huting.
If you are fond of fishing,. canoe-
Ina camping or the study df wild an- A lazy man is a dead loss to him-
ii-us leek up the Aigonquin National self.
park of Ontario for your slimmer out-
ing. A fish and game preserve of 2,-
000,4)00 acres interspersed with 1,-
200 lakes and rivers is awaiting you,
coffering all the attractions that Na-
ture can bestow. Magnificent canoe
a trips. Altitude 2,000 feet above sea
level. Pure and exhilarating atmos-
phere. Just the place for a young man
to put in his summer holidays. An
interesting and profusely illustrated
descriptive publication telling you all
about it sent free on application to
W. Robinson, 506 Park Building,
Pittsburg, Pa.
Knicker—Strange they didn't
name the baby after its rich uncle.
Becker— No, he looked at it and said
he'd give them $10,000 not to.—
Smart Set.
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
--Incorpo • ii 
ELECTRICAL -SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
Phones 7417
W. P. Pastiest,
President.
R. Rudy, P. Pnryear
flashier. Assistant Cashier-.
CITIZENS' SHIMS BANK
laserserat•ii
Capital ••-••••• err • tr...-aw•• er. • • • •••-• .wrir 111.00.0041
Surplus .r* al• Ire. 50,008
Stockholders liability .. • • • or, 200,000
Total security to deposit ors 8250,008
Account* of indtvida als and Aram solicited. We appreciate
as well as large de povitore and accord to all Limi same
essirteceas treat meat, _____
Interost*Paid on Time Deposits 
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 OCLOCIL
ThiroVand Broadway
4
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Jaturdaq fight
5pecial
'One ;tour 6ale---7:30
to 530
Another 6ensa=
tional Unknown
SATURDAY night we
are gdifig to have our
regular advertising special
sale with another sensa-
tional unknown to make it
more attractive. Now for
the last twa Saturday nights
for this unknown special we
have sold $1.50 Silk or Lisle
Gloves for 75c; they were
something you wanted,
weren't they? Now this
Saturday night, under this
unknown item, we are going
to have something else that
you want. Come down early
for this sale only lasts one
hour and you don't want to
be left out on account of not
getting here early enough
to be at the front and get
waited on. We give below
the known attractive bar-
gains for this hour:
25 ddz good quality Nainsook
Dress Shields, pair 
20 gross 14 and 16 line Fish Eye
Water Pearl Buttons, per doz %lb
gii3t to 6how Zju
What is being done by a Paducah
Hosiery Mill, we offer
50 doz. Seamless Fast Black Sex 5c
for, per pair
50 doz. Ladies' Seamless I,islc 7c
-Hose for, per pair
1 OC50 doz Ladies' Real Lisle FineGauze Hose for, per pair  
Remember, these are all made
by lyokne labor and this introduc-
tory sale is to get you started using
them.
20 doz Gauze Lisle Black Hose,
5c
a 25c value for, per pair 15c
25 Rugs, 1 1-2 yards long, made of
remnants of our best quality velvet and
 69ctapestry carpets, fringed,at each. 
15 pieces 36-inch best quility 15c- Oc
Percale at, per
Unknown 6pecial
filtorte trders
o Vharges at Aese firices
WILL INVENTORY
CITY PROPERTY
Finance Committee of Board
Of Aldermen Suggests
Street Improvements (basidered and
Alley Repaint .tre Properly
Referred.
ALDERMEN IN SHORT SESSION.
The city will hereafter take a semi-
annual inventory of city property,
this being dectded last night by the
board of aide-men on recommerfda-
Ron of the finance committee.
The passage a improvement ordi-
nances and other routine work con-
stituted the business of the board in
short Heston.
Alderman Baker was absent.
City street light feed wires were
ordered removed from the East Ten-
nessee Telephone company's. poles.
A street running between Sixth
and Seventh, George and Husbands
streets, was ordered graded and gray
el-Ed, property owners agreeing to
dedicate the necessary property.
An ordinance regulating the plac-
ing of surface toilet water closets in
yards and on alleys, was ordered
drafted.
Mayor Yeiser stated that many als
leys in the city are filthy and impious-
able, and stated the average cost for
placing them in condition would be
$11) each. He recommended improv-
ing them at once, and the board re-
ferred it to the street committee for
an investigation, to report back rec-
ommendations.
Finance Reports.
The report of the finance commit-
tee for salaries, accounts, etc.,
amounting to $10,112.97 was filed.
A report from the city treasurer,
showing a balance of $19,671.19 in
the treasury at the close of May, was
filed.
Three extra accounts were pre-
sented, one an increase in salary to
W. J. McPherson, electrical inspec-
tor to $100 per nionth, and for a
typewriter for Judge D. A. Cross.
and a third for a typewriter for Fire
Chief James Wood.
Alderman Hubbard stated that he
understood that Police Judge D. A.
Cross, without asking the boards'or
consulting anyone, bought a type-
writer-and had been using it for his
private law practice, when he could
step across the street and get what
official work he had to have done, by
the city stenographer.
The committee had recommended
allowing the accounts, and the three
items were allowed.
A motion to have each department
file an inventory of property in its
possession with the 'city auditor on
December 31 and June 31) of each
year, carried.
Mayor Yeiser was authorized to
borrow, if necessary, a sum not ex-
ceding $10,000, to tide the city over
until June tax collections are in.
Ordinsnees.
Ordinances for sidewalks and gut-
ters on Broadway from the old city
limits at the Illinois Central bocci-
tal, *to Twenty-fifth street. First
passage.
Ordinance for sidewalks, curb and
gutters on Eighth street from Wash-
ington street to Tennessee street.
Second passage.
Ordinance for grading and gravel-
ing Thirteenth street from.,,Flournoy
street to Terrell street. Second
passage.
Ordinance for grading and gravel-
ing Boyd street from Sixth street to
Seventh street. Second passage.
Ordinance for grading and gravel-
ing Kincaid street from Bridge street
712 feet west. Second passage.
Ordinance for sidewalks, curb and
gutters on Ohio street from Third
street to Thirteenth street. Second
passage.
Ordinance for sidewalks on Fifth
street from Clay street to Trimble
street. Second passage.
Ordinance for grading and gravel-
ing Finley street from Seventh street
to Eighth street. Second passage.
Ordinance for sidewalks, curb and
gutters on Tennessee street from
Third street to Twelfth street. Secs
oud passage.
A ditch to properly drain Oak
Grove cemetery and preveut aster
from rustling over whate pioeerts,
was ordered dug.
A petition to grade Harris street
from Seventh to Eighth street, was
referred to the committee to draft
an ordinance authorizing the im-
provemeDt. •
An alley between Bachman and
Husbands, Ninth and Truth streets,
was reported impassable. Referred
for investigation.
The board ordered lot No. 4. block
No, 10, on Jackson strefit. extended
to where It would intersect Guthrie
avenue, bought from C. K. Wheeler
for MO.
City Engineer Washington was di-
rected to see that houses on South
Tenth street west of Husbands street
are removed from the right of war,
that the city may proceed with street
Improvements,
A. petition asking for the extension
from the No. 2 sewer main on Jeffer-
son street from Thirteenth street to
Sixteenth street, was received and
filed.
Recommendations to change origi-
nal plans to better the grade of side-
walks on First street front Kentucky
avenue to Broadway, on the west
side, were adopted.
A long list of alleys in bad repair
was presented and referred to the
Joint street committee.
The report of Cele( of Police James
Collins was flied.
Licenses.
Apetications from James T. Quar-
les Id l a saloon license on the east
side of the Illinois Central passenger
depot, was referred back.
Application from James Rickman.
825 South Third street, for a saloon
license. Granted.
The liquor lieenee of A. G. Adkins
was transferred front 825 South
Third street to 7.02 Tennessee street
A petition against granting any
one a saloon license at 1118 Bridge
street, was filed.
The board refunded James P
Smith $3`40 'for a lot in Oak Grove
cemetery, taking back the lot which
proved too small. Mr. Smith had
bought six other lots instead.
Several deeds and transfers of
lots in Oak Grove cemetery were rat-
ified.
A report of Milk and Meat Inspec-
tor Ed Farley, for May, was received
and filed.
Will J. OUbert's Smarms.
Will J. Gilbert, the enterprising
druggist, rather than await the ordi-
nary methods of introduction, urged
the Dr. Howard Co. to secure a quick
sale for their specific for the care of
constipation and dyspepsia by offer-
ing the regular 5ide bottle at half
price.
The wonderful succetts of this plan
was a great surprise even to Will J.
Gilbert, and today there are scores
of people here in Paducah who are
using and praising this remarkable
remedy.
In addition to selling a 5.0c. bottle
of Dr. Howard's specific for 25c.
Will .1. Gilbert has so much faith In
the remedy that he will refund the
money 'to anyone whom it does not
cure.
When your head aches, your stom-
ach does not digest food easily and
naturally, when there is constipation,
specks before the eyes, tired feeling,
giddiness, bad taste in the mouth,
coated tongue, heartburn, Pour
stomach, roaring or ringing in the
ears. melancholy and liver troubles,
Dr. Howard's specific will cure yeti
If It doss not, it will not cost you ft
,eent.
KNOX WILL RUN
ANNOUNCE HIS PLEASURF. AT
STATE'S SUPPORT. •
Is the First Avowad Candidate for
Republican Nomination for
Presidency.
New York, Jane 7 --United States
Senator Philander C. Knox, of Penn-
sylvania, last night animunced his
willingness to become a candidate
for the presidency in 1908 should the
Republican party see fit to nominate
him. Knox's position was made
known in expressing his appreciation
of the action of the Republican state
convention at Harrisburg, Pa., 'which
endorsid him as a candidate for that
office,
Knox after expressing his appre-
ciation of the convention's action,
said:
Appreciates the Honor.
"I note the convention's reference
to the fact that as attorney general
and senator I was privileged to aid
in the formulation and carrying into
legislation and judicial decision those
Just policies for the protection of
the people which have so greatly en-
deared President Robsevelt to the
people. I value the action of the
convention approving such public
service as I have been enabled to
render in the past with satisfaction
not exceeded by my gratitude for the
unsolicited pledge of support for
higher honors and graver duties for
the future. I have too profound a
sense of the dignity of chief magis-
trate and too intimate knowledge of
Its labors and responsibilities to have
sought this endorsement. If, how-
ever, the wiShes of the Pennsylvania
Republicans and the reasons they as-
sign for their action should com-
mend themselves on the national Re-
publican convention I would accept
Its action with full appreciation of
its Import."
SURE TIMT FOR CONSUMPTION.
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Clothes Information
WHEN you are ready to buy a.suit or coat and pants, don'tgive all of your attention to style, fit and color. Give
some thought and study to the workmanship, for it is the main"
point after all. See precisely how the garment is made in every
little detail, and thus be sure that you are getting all that you
are entitled to.
•
Look in the--- inside. We are always glad to give you "Inside
Information."
If you wish to see the best workmanship in the world, examine ourRoxboro clothes ranging in price for young men from $15.00 to $30.00 and for men *20.00 to940.00. You will see thoroughness, which you had not dreamed of
—skill, which did not seem possible. These garments run in all
of the newest weaves and Colors—grays, browns, blue serges, o $40, etc. We would enioy showing you the "insides" .. ........ .. ..... ........ .Our $10.00 and $15.00 suits and coats and pants will stand as much inspec-tion as you see tit to give them. You will not rind the work slighted even In such popularpriced garnients. Whatever we sell, no matter lies low the price,
must be genuine and real and honest and worthy of your respect.
So if you have no more to invest than $10 to $15 you will get all
these amounts can possibly buy ... ____ ................ .......... o $15
r 7ge I Avoid*
Inside Information on. *
iv Wash Suits
:10, amt:truacre tatkvilei, laetit::bnwydi fiat trhoteihide nizr;1\i4
here
/4
:fpirWhie:sdhiaStrigut
. Surely the dantiest styles are those \
produced for this season—and they are
I I'
latest novelties are here, and In an aasort-/411\ 
wade—thoroughly and carefully. The very
ment that is characteristic of "The Boys'
Shop."
simigar•r They Come in Sailors and Russian, in plainduck, crambray, pique and pure linen—plain
i II. 
colors and in Combination effects—elabo-
rately trimmed.
$1.50 to $5.00
L
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Paris Professor Discovers Method of
Revealing Presence of Disease.
Paris, Jude 7.— Professor Roux.
of the Pasteur Institute, today made
public a Korea( for definitely ascer-
taining the presence of tuberculosis
In men and animals. Profencir
Valle has made successful tests of
the process on animals at Alfort.
This process conelets in making a
small superficial Incision in the skin,
'rubbing It with a cloth impregnate(Iwith drops of the Koch tuberculosis
taken from tuberculosis cultures. If
the patient does not have tuberculosis
the incision will cicatrtze of itself
without doing any harm if the pa-
tient has tuberculosis, although -oth-
er symptoms do not appear, the in-
cision will be soon covered with a
little knob, which will turn into a
pustule analagous, to that of vaccin-
ation.
' .
sr. Louis, Juno .7.--The Si. Louis
Society, for the Prevention and Relief
of Ceneumption will receive $200,-
900, It is reported, from Hrs. Grace
A. leather the wealthiest unmarried
woman in Mistiouri since Rho came
Into poicerealon of tito meat*. of her
late octogenarian husband. Samuel
Loathe. Other charitable enter-
prises will receive liberal donations
from Mrs. leathe's wealth
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
In pursuance ot a judgment of Mc-
Cracken ctrcult court, rendered at Its
April term. 191)7, in the action of
City of Paducah, plaintiff, against C.
W. Warren, defendant. I will, on
Monday, June 10th, (about the hour
of 14 o'clock a. ne), 1907, (being
county court day), at the court house
door in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to
the highest bidder, on a credit of six
months, the following described prop-
erty, viz:
Lots 11 and 12, block 14, West
End Addition, In the City of Padu-
cah Kentucky. Said lots front the
youth side of Broadway 50 feet each.
and run back towards Court street a
uniform width to 160 9-12 feet to a
25 foot. alley, to satisfy said Judg-
ment, interest and octet,
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This flth day of June, 1907.
JAMES CAMPBELL. .
Attorney.
CIOCIL REED,
Master Comnifesioner.
COM.111141410NER'S HALE.
In pursuance of a Judgment of Mc-
Cracken court, rendered at its April
term, 1907, in the action of City of
Paducah, plaintiff, against John
Roby, defendant, I will, on Monday,
June Path, (about the hour of 10
o'clock a. m.). 1907 (being county
court day), at the court house door
in Paducah. Kentucky, sell to the
highest bidder, on a reedit of six
months, the following described prop-
erty, viz:
Lot 4, block 12. Fountain Park
Addition to the City of Paducah,
Kentucky.
Lot 6, block 12, Fountain Park
Addition to the City of Paducah.
Kentucky, to satisfy Judgment, in-
terest and cost.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security.
bearing Interest at 6 per cent front
day of sole, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This GUi day of Jane, 1907. s.
J MEE CAMPBELL,
Attorney.
CACI t. REED,
Master Com tulesioner. •
Practical religion la the kind that
helps Am to live, and not oily to
die.
NEW DOG AT WHITE BMW-
Fighter Is Sent to Take the Place of
the Vanquished Pete,
Washington, June 7.--A big, ugly-
looking buildoli, with the head of a
pugilist and legs crooked into all
sorts of shapes, came to the white
house today by express. The beast
arrived in a crate and with it a letter
from S. \V. Smith. of Celina, Ohio,
who had said he had heard that Pete
was getting licked and thought he'd
send a substitute.
The dog was addressed to the pres-
ident. Secretary Loeb was at a loss
to know what to do with him, and
tried vainly to give hint away. Fail-
in this he was chained up in Mr.
Leeb's office.
The white house employes are fear
ful that Pete will return unexpected-
ly from the hospital and that whep
this happens there will be a tragedy
unites the Ohio dog In disposed of ia
„the meantime.
She ( gust I nilly )—Doit t you Area
all the fresil, 'green young things/
He (judiciously) --Yes, if they, start
human --Baltimore Anierican. "
s
The "mveiah" bird of India egeeill
all others In Its imitative povrem
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S the seventh and eighth grades, it Is1.111 • said There are fewer than a desen
sesenth grade puttee in Mechanics.-
burg. Profeaaor J. A. Oaruagey, su-
perintendent-elect, has declared him-
self in favor of departmental work in
the eighth grade, necessitating the
assemblage of all the students of
that grade in the High school build-
fug where the department teachers
are stationed. It is not possible that
the school board intends to place a
half dozen special teachers in the
McKinley building to teach their
specialties to the seventh and eighth
grades. -
There is no complaint of lack of Children's day exercises will be
room for the present scholastic pop- served at the Mechanicsburg Metho-
ulation of Mechanicsburg in the Mc- dist Episcopal church next Sunday.
Kinley building. Its attendance.The following Prograam will be giv"
averages fewer to the room than that en at 8 P• in
of the other schools. The members Prayer—The Rev. Mr. Perryman.
follow- of the committee on boundaries say Cborus—"Happy Day in June"—
they will extend its ,sclietrict. How Choir.
Responsive reading.
C.borus—'llitaise the Song"
Choir.
Recitation—Fannie Perryman,
Recitation—James Kendall.
Recitation—Herbert Daily.
Recitation—Edna Edwards,
Recitation—Ora Wood.
Chorus — "Nature's Welcome"—
Chorus.
Recitation—Margery Spivey,
Recitation—Verna Daily.
Recitation—James Beal,
Recitation—Kescie Fletcher.
Recitation—Vivian Yates.
Class dialogue—"Butter Cup."
Solo--"Praises We Will Sing"—
B. B .Adams.
Recitation—Katie Daily.
Riseltation—Lizzle Starrett.
Recitation—Fannie Adams.
Recitation—Raymond Simmons.
Quartet—"consider the Lilies"—
Mrs. Yates, Ruby McDonald, B. B.
Adams, G. W. Smith.
Recitation Bessie Daily.
Recitation—Mayloa Barnett.
Recitation—Tecla Bougeno.
Recitation—Kate Kendall.
Chorus — "Happy ' Summer" —
Choir.
Recitation—Nettie Edwards.
Reading—Ruby McDonald.
Class drill—Butterfly.
Chorus—"Lift a Song of
—Choir.
Reading—Lottie Lofton.
Chorus—"Beauty Everywhere"—
Choir.
Collection - far -educational fund.
Chorus—"Soldiers True"--Choir.
Benediction,
CHILDREN'S DAY
WILL BE OBSERVED Al ME-
1W OHURCIL
Excellent Program to Be (liven at
Evening Service—Music and
Recitation.
gtl 
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
May, 1i107.
1 4118 16 3995
3951 17 3991
3.........3951 18 1973
4 3961 20 3954
3961 21 3942
 3961 22 4048
$ 4006 23 3943
9 3954 24 3965
10........8963 25 3961
11 3985 27 3955
13 3976 28 3940
14 8975 29 2935
16 3982 30 3943
31 3943
Total 107,232
Average for May, 1906 4001
Average for May, 1907 3972
' Personally appeared before me,
this June 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gea-
Oral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of the
eircteation of The Sun for the month
Of May, 1907, is true to the best of
his knowledge and belief.
PETER PCRYEAR,
Notary Puniic_.
My commission expires January
22, 1908.
Daily Thought.
"The best frideiship is that which
brings out the best in us."
SCHOOL DEFICIT.
The Paducah school board, of
which there will be nine and possi-
bly ten members to elect, next June
will have to borrow $25,0ti0. This
prediction is founded on conditions
at present existing and produced
within four weeks, and from which
there is no apparent possibility of
escape.
The school board has' within a
month borrowed $6.5,00 for current
(43(1#4-1Isfs. The board realized $25,-
0410 from the wile of the Longfellow
building and with no other resources
available has in the few weeks elaps-
ing since that time incurred liabili-
ties aggregating $28.242, and paid
$2,240 on a 8).41001 lot purchased by
a previous board. In order to real-
ize any berien't from this expenditure
of $28,242, for school lots and build-
ings. the board will be compelled to
speed sesoo more for heating and
plumbing. bringing the total liabili-
ties, including the money borrowed,
and the payment on a lot already
purchased to $45,282, to meet which
the board has only $25,040. Here la
a deficit of $2.0,282 to start with.
•Not only are these statements
facts, but there is no prospect of an
Increase in school revenue next year,
the scholastic census taken by the
board showing no increase, and there
being no assessment of real estate
!next year. The revenue then will be
approximately $54.167.12, of which
434.000 comes from the city and
$90,167.12 from the state. The
board has increased the teaching
force to 72, whose salaries with
those of the superintendent, the fill-
perinteudent of buildings, janitors
and the current expenses will bring
the payroll and current expense ac-
count to about $55.0.0fa. There will
be no funds next year out of which
to meet the obligations incurred by
this board. The indebtedness is be-
ing Insurred in the following man-
ner:
Tlie board ;raid as final payment
on the North Twelfth street lot $2,-
240. This debt was created by a
• previous board.
The contract for the building on
this lot calls for $1'0.611. The heat-
ing will cost not 1PSS than $1,800,
biinging the total cost to make this
property available for school pur-
poses to $12,413.
The Twelfth and Jackson street
etroperty oast the botird $4,635; the
building contract calls for $11.998;
the heating will nest $2,700, and the
plumbing $1,500--total $20,833.
The contract for improving the
McKinley building. estimated by the
board at $6400. and let to IL C.
Brame, a member of the board, will
cost, according to Brante's contract.
$996. The extension of the heating
plant in this building will mat win,
and the plumbing will cost $14ao.
making the total expense on this
buildlog $1,294.
The combined rest of all these
buildings then will be without the
furniture. 836.542.
Improvement of the MnKinley
building in Mechanicsburg is justi-
fied by members of thei board, who
say the boundaries must be changed
'since the two new buildings are to be
constr”Iad..agid a larger territory
will be &aliened to this school, Two
Of the new rooms are to accomodate
will they do this? At present its
district includes all of Mechanics-
burg. In order to extend its district,
territory north of. Island creek
will have to be annexed. The only
way for pupils to get to the McKin-
ley building from the north side of
Island creek is to cross the Sixth
street bridge. The Franklin build-
ing stands within four blocks of that.
In other words, if the boundary of
the. McKinley school district is ex-
tended, pupils in the annexed terri-
tory will have to walk to the Sixth
street bridge, pays within four block()
of the Franklin building and then go
eight blocks beyond that to reach
their destination, and, of course, pur-
sue the same course back, entailing
some danger to the children as well
as inconvenience and discomfort.
Some newspapers suggest that too
much national importance is at
tached to the San Francisco troubles,
because the anti-Japanese rioters are
a lot of bums. We never heard of
the better class of citizens taking
part in meta violence.
"litaireutlt" which Mate. Lillian
Nordica_is to imitate in America, is
a great operatic Institution, not a
French cordian, as is generally be
lieved.
A colored couple crazed with co-
caine, made day hideous in the west
end yesterday and endangered the
livrs of citizens by shooting. The
police arrested them and they are
locked safely in jail. Their offense
they will expatiate as becomes their
guilt. But how about the other par-
ty to it—the man who sold them the
cocaine? Had that frenzied couple
killed somebody, most certainly the
man, who violated the law by selling
them the drug, would have been as
guilty of murder as they lie would,
In fact, have been more guilty: for
they were victims of a habit, ignor-
antly obeying the dictates of brute
appetite. The vender was engaged
in a cold blooded, calculating crime
to get the filthy money of these ig-
norant drug sieves, caring nothing
(Or their lives os the lives of the
white people, who dwell in their vi-
cinity. We should dearly love to see
the fellow, who sold the cocaine,
locked in the cell with the other two
Knox for president, mounds like
headlines over an interview with H.
H. Rogers.
FIRST DISTRICT EDITORS.
We desire to make a suggestion
to the newspaper people of the First
congressional district upon a matter
that, we believe is a very important
one to us and which we have been
thinking about for some time and
have mentioned it to a few of our
brethren, and that is that we get to
gether at an early date and organize
a First District Newspaper league.
We would suggest that we all meet
at the Kentucky Press association
meeting in Estill Springs this month,
or us many as can be there, and form
this league for our district.
The time bee come now when
nearly every other line of business is
organized, and it is becoming very
necessary that we ghould likewise or-
ganize more thoroughly. Not only
that, it is very helpful, for us to meet
together every few months a.nd ex-
change ideate and know each other
better and more intimately. By do-
ing this we not only benefit ourselves
but we are enabled to give our people
a better and more up-to-date paper.
Let every Fine district newspaper
man that poseibly can attend the
meeting at Estill this month and let's
organize, as some of our central and
eastern Kentucky dIstrictenave, and
get down to business on a more Kyle
tematic basis. What say ye
Cadiz Record.
SLIGHTLY IIIIMOROUS.
Happiness comes when a man real-
izes that he himself could not have
improved on this world.
Some people cannot understand
that there is a difference between
geollm and eccentricity.
Maude—When you refused him
my hand, papa did he get down on
his knees? Pater--Well, I didn't no-
tice just. where he fell. New York
Mail,
His Preference—"Do you favor
any particular school of musk?" ask-
ed the lady. "Yes, indeed," replied
the young man who lives in a flat.
"I favor the planinairao whool "—
Puck,
-Fire( Workman—la mid 'e taw
me 'tiros 'al didn't see me 'urry. 'E
must have seen you 'urry Second
Workman I stung to the quick)-11
never saw me nrry. I never 'urrY
Punth.
oh-
Cheer"
Kentucky Avenue Church.
At the Kentucky Avenue Presby-
terian church Sunday evening the
following program will be observed.
Opening chorus by school—"The
Call of Spring."
Scripture reading.
Prayer.
Song, by the school---"Summer's
Call to Praise.''
Recitation—"Tbey Speak of God
to Me."
Singing—"Voices of Spring.•'
Exercise for seven girls—"The
Sunshine Band."
Song by echool—"Our Golden
Day."
Solo, with chorus, by school—
"The Robin Bong."
Recitation-----"Be Lovely Within."
Singing—"Shine All the Day."
Solo—"God Bless the Babies."
Recitation—"I Love You, Little
Flower."
Duet—"Coming to Thee."
Exercise— "Thank You, to God."
Chorus, by school--"Who Will
Our Pilot Be?"
Address by pastor.
Offering.
Closine tweee—sealoyeeees
Praise."
Benediction,
call to
STARTS LWE ALL OVER AGAIN.
Man Who boot Big Business Will
Take to Peddling for a Living,
Trenton, N. 3., June .—For the
last six years the proprietor of the
largest department store in Trenton,
accustomed to having charge of a
couple of hundred clerks, living in a
palatial residence in the fashionable
part of the city, driving good horses
and an automobile. David H. Brand.
has announeed that he will begin life
over again. He will take his pack
on his back and peddle dry goods
and rugs from door to door in the
city where he made the fortune that
has gone front him.
Brand and, his brother were con
vieted last fall of being accessories
to the burneng of their big depart
ment store on State street. Both re
ceived heavy state prison sentence?).
but their eases have been appealed.
In the meantime a trustee in bank-
ruptcy has taken charge of all of the
Brand property for the benefit of the
creditor?), the State street store bats
ing been sold to a Philadelphia firm.
The Brands started in business in
this city fifteen years ago as ped-
dlers of dry goods, and gradually
built up the business, which they at
last centered In the big department
st ore,
To Whom It May Concern,
All persons interested in the arti-
cle printed In the Gazette late week
concerning the Dunbar clubs and
others organized lately , will please
COMP to the called meeting to be held
at the Fine Ward Baptist church
Monday night, Jane 10. ilespectfully,
members of the Hod Carriers' Union,
Local No. 2.
Maylvelle Runge.
Maybelle, the one week old daugh-
ter of Mr. and MTS. George Runge, of
925 Jackson street, died this Tnorn:
lag at 6:0 o'clock from Dwane. TINT
funeral will take place at 4 o'clock
this afternoon The burial Will be in
Oak Grave assasupey.
The keening Stion-10c, a week.
COLORED SCHOOLS
COMMENCEMENT WILL BE HELD
TONIGHT.
Nannie H. Burroughs, of Louisville,
To Lecture OH "True Purpose
Of Education."
Commencement exercises of the
colored schools will take place to-
night at the Kentucky theater. Nan-
nie H. Burroughs, of Louisville, will
deliver the annual address and will
lecture on the "True Purpose of An
Education." The graduating class Is
composed of Royal William Grubbs,
Bessie Lorena Williams, Geneva Lo-
retta Jordan, Harvey Oscar Vick, El-
nora McFadden, John William Haw-
kins, Seberlia Eva Grubbs, Fate Clif-
ford Marable, Luella Ethel Ligon, Ju-
lia Estelle Reid, Fannie Carter Wil
Banns
The program follows:
Music—Orchestra.
Invocation—The Rev. W. S. Baker.
Music—Orchestra.
Salutatory—"Nature, the Source of
Poetic Inspiration"—Julia E. Reid.
Duet—Cheerfulness— (Gumbert)
—Fannie and Bessie Williams.
Class Histosy—Luella E. Ligon.
Double quartette--"Moonlight Will ,
Come Again"—(Thompson.)
Ceuta Prophecy—Royal W. Grubbs.
Solo— "Carmena"— (Wilson) —
Fannie C. Williams.
Valedictory—"The Influence of
Literature as it Relates to Virtue"—
John W. Hawkins. •
Quartette and Chorus— "0, Be-
lieve Me!" (From "La Somnambu-
la")—Luella Ligon, Elnora McFad-
den, Geneva Jordan, Sebeelia Grubbs,
Fate Marable, Harvey Vick, Royal
Grubbs, John Hawkins.
AlkiVes,---"The True Puepese of
An Education"—Nannie H. Bur-
roughs, of Louisville.
Double quartette—"Night Shades
Are Falling."
Presentation of Honorary Certifl-
cates—Prof. T. D. Hibbs.
Presentation of Grammar Certifi-
cates—Prof. George W. Jackson.
"Hallelujah Chorus"—(Han-diel.)
Awarding of diplomas to gradu-
ates—Dr. Anthony List, 'president of
the board of education.
Flowers.
Music.
"Soldiers Chorus"—(Godnod.)
Benediction—The Rev. George W.
Robinson.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every dose makes you leelbetter. Lax. Poi
keeps your whole lnsi right. Sold out the
money-back plea everywuere. Prioe 50 cents.
MAN FALLS NAKED FROM
BATHTUB TO STREET BELOW.
Traveler Meets Death in Strange
Manner at Railroad V. M. C. A.
Kansas City, Mo., June 7.—A Rhin-
ping clerk in the Union depot mail
and express rooms was working at
his desk this morning when he heard
the sound of smashing glass, acoom-
panied by a scream. He looked up
front his work just in time to see
through the window in front of hint
a white object fall to the plank
Platform of the depot.
The clerk rushed from the office
to the platform and found there the
naned body of a man. He was un-
oonselous, and blood was flowing
from a deep wound in the right ?Ade.
He was lated identified as Edward
Fitzgerald, a mechanic from Sapul-
pa. I. T. He died in the Entergency
hospital st 10.30 o'clock.
When Fitzgerald arrived in Kan-
sas city this morning he was dusty
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A SERGE SUIT FOR MINE!
This is the conclusion of many a Man when
considering what sort of a Summer Suit he will
purchase.
A Man never tires of a Serge Suit no matter
ithe has worn one every summer since he can re-
member,
Get a good Serge Suit, Sir, and you are sure
to be
A Satisfied Man
We take no chances with our Serges. Every piece of
Serge is tested to make sure that the color is fast, and the
fabric is right. It is then placed in the hands of the most
skillful workmen, for serge is tricky stuff to tailor.
We <ire so sure of the superiority of our Serge Suits that
we guarantee every one of them. .•
Blacks and Blues in Single or Double Breasted Styles
$10.00, $12.50, $15.00 to $20.00
You'll take no chances in buying your Suit here.
If you're particular about your Serge Snit, come Lere
323
BROADWAY
The Store That Carries the
UNION STORE CARD
323
BROADWAY
known, but It is supposed be slipped
in the tub, lost his balance and
plunged head foremost through the
glass. A large piece of glass pene-
trated the right lung, and he received
a fracture at the base of the skull.
Uncieserved
"The Marcel wave," said the hair-
dresser, "illustrates how capriciously
fate often bestows fame on a man
by giving his name as discoverer to
something he never discovered. The
wave which we know as the Marcel
wave was invented long before Mar-
cel at his modest and extraordinary
shop in the Rue de l'Echelle began to
use it. By then the wave was al-
ready widely plapular. Lantherk and
the other hairdressers of Paris all
practicing it, and practically all the
Parisian women of the world having
taken to it. There was one difficulty.
The wave was graceful and lent an
air of great distinction, ah! yes. But
It was so expensive and, alasl lasted
so short a time. In a few hours, at
most, the beautiful waves had col-
lapsed to their natural limp lankness.
Here: was Marcel's opportunity. Re
devised irons, a method, trained at-
tendants. Under his enterprising
hands the wave was put in to stay
'four or five days. Imagine the grati-
tude of the Parisiennes. To be kept
'chic for five days running, and that
,with one-fifth of the former trouble
and expense! M. Marcel became the
iobject of that gratitude. All Paris
I'flocked to him—at least until other
hairdressers could, more or lest)
effectively, copy his method. How
and dirty from a long railroad ride.' 
American-German National Bank
Capital
$230,000.00
Surplus and undivided profits  100,000.00
Stockholders' liability    230,000.00
Total 
Total resources 
DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw. Attorneys; J. A,,
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb. of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. P. Rieke, of C. .11 Rieke & Sonn,Wholesale Dry Goods;
Maw°, Berhett, Supt. Treas, Pad. Water Co.
GM). C. THOMPSON, President...,
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
$500,000.00
the women of other nations came,
saw and demanded you can figure for
yourself. So the wave spread, carry-
ing with it Marcel's method and that
giving his name to the wave.—New
York Sun.
Well Equipped.
The morning atter the wreck of
one of the fast trains running be-
tween New York and Chicago, an old
farmer was standing on the bank of
the river into which the train had
Plunged, intently watching the water.
A stranger approached, and natu-
rally the conversation reverted to the
wreck and the fortunate escape of all
the passengers.
"It was the costliest train in the
world," informed the stranger.
"Yes," grunted the other, still
watching the stream.
"And also the best-equipped," the
newcomer continued.
"No doubt ebout it," assented the
old farmer. "I've fished a dozen bot-
tles out of the water already."
—Wedding invitations, announce-
ments and every character of en-
graved work is given careful, per-
sonal attention at the Sun Job °Ice.
Conscience Is that part of one's
mental make-up that tells him some
one is wise to him.
He went to the rooms of the railroad
the depot building and asked for a
bath. He was assigned to one of
l
irigliemmellrollazwerlollimellrollawee01411P\weigilidwillaweEtir•ftweitIMIlliaassetiy. M. C. A, on the second floor in
several little bathrooms), The bath-
tub is set flush against a long, ,wide
window, and the glutei had 'been
made opaque with white paint.
IJust bow Fitzgerald happened to rl
fall through the window is not
"Read not to contradict and con-,
fute, nor to believe and take for,
granted, nor to find talk and' dis- I
course, but to weigh and consider."
If you have been readine these
little chats on Osteopathy, I trust
you have weighed and consider-0)1 1
them. If you are among the ailing
you should have investigated.
Paducah people you know to inves-
tigate Osteopathy, investigate by
taking the treatment, and I should'
like to refer you to any one of them'
for testimony of what it has done
for them. I have very successfully
treated chronic cases of rheumatism,
asthma, eczema, liver and bowel and
stomach troubles, nervousness, lum-
bago, neuralgia and headaches and
general debility. In all these ail-
ments the Osteopathic is the most ra-
tional treatment known to science
today.
There Is nothing occult about the
tretement. It is merely a drugless
system of medicine seeking In the
human body. structural normality of
its parts ispon which their vitality'
and proper functioning depend. It
does this by aclentifle manipulation,1
recognizing and timing diet, air, wa-'
ter and exercise and other hyklenic
measures.
Its results are quick and sure and
never attended by the illness that
usually accompanies the use of
drugs. t should Ilke,to talk id you at
any time about, your illness, If you
are ill, My °Mee hoer* are from 9 to
42 and 1:20 to S p. rn Phone 1407.
°Mee 516 Breadway,'fitetairs, Dr. G
WSIIIhrlfiegollbowerullianoll1P41.1111.40ralliinwillitrullel000traillibrt 110.11111111041r411\41;B. Froags _a al. ALL., ILA
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The Telescope The Yacht
These Are Two of the  Most Popular Styles of the Season
The Telescope is one of those new styles that leap into favor as soon as they are
produced. Made of soft Milan braid, with a graceful dip of the brim, it was at once
seized upon by men, young and old, as a style of straw hat that approximates grace,
comfort and attractiveness, We have thee from $2.50 up.
The Yacht shape is a conservative, stylish hat that is proper anywhere. They
come in Sennet, Split Milan and Mackinaw, at $2.50 up.
We also show a great line of Panamas—special importations of this popular hat—
and have them fmin $3.50 to $12.50.
Parscy Color Hat Bands ROG
We show a varied line of the new silk hat bands in all the popular shades, for 50c.
LayseCo.
4157041T BROADWAY"
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PAWNS SIYK.
udt Skillips eo.
ace Vurtain getnnants
1.3 tff yridaq
THE season's Sell
ing in Lace Curtains has left our.
stock with some patterns reduced to two and
three pairs ef a kind. These we place on sale for one
day at ON E-THIRD OFF the regular price. If a
bargain Would Interest you this is your opportunity.
•
—For Dr. Peadley ring 416.
—Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4001/2
Broadway-. Phone 196.
—Fine carnations at 50e per doz-
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
—McCalle patterns and magazines,
complete stock on sale at The Bar-
gain Store, 314 Broadway.
—Carbon paper that gives entire
satisfaction, and 'every sheet guaran-
teed is the Webster Mull Copy Car-
bon, handled only by R. D. Clements
& Co. Phone 436.
—Mrs. M. D. Vandeveld will erect
a brick cottake on Harahan boule-
vard.
—City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or Make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sue Publishing Co.
—We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
oceasiens on short notice: also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
--If you haven't time to go home
to lunch, try Whitehead's 25 cent
dinner. Polite service.
—Place your orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun is
showing as great an assortment as
you will fine anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
—The game of baseball to have
been played next week between the
W'eiktd team of Clarksville, an or-
ganizition of college boys, and' the
local filet school, for the benefit of
thetHoine of the Friendless, has been
postponed until some date after the
Chautaqua. The committee from
the Home, Mrs. Jos, L. Friedman.
Mrs. Cook leusbaads and Mrs
Charles Johnson, wish to thaok Mr.
Weikel for his generosity in promot-
ing the game.
Making It easey.
W. J. Oliver, the lowest bidder for
the construction of the Panama Ca-
nal, said of a contract that a friend
had lost:
"Oh, well, there's a bright side to
everything. Had you gotten this con-
tract you might have lost money on
it. All things have their bright aide.
It is like the case of the rejected suit-
or.
" 'Oh, Mabel,' the youth moaned.
burying his face in his hands, after
his rejection, 'make it easier for me
to bear, can't yos, dear?'
" 'Yes, Will,' Mabel gently answer-
ed. 'I snore terribly.' "--Washington
Star.
Success in politics is the ability to
,keep the dear people from asking
for explanations.
Lots of money that men marry is
counterfeit.
15c Ladies' Vests Saturday
Only 8c.
While in the St. Louis market a
few days ago we bought a(inantity
of good quality Ladles' Vests, lac
e
trimmed and silk taped at n
eck
and arms--alt sizes.
Among our purchases --ge also
have some extra quality Arabian
curtains, all-linen towels, dresse
r
warts, pillow tops and table covers,
nut to make it worth tour while to
oome down tomorr-w and see these
splendid values we are making 
the
extra special price on these good
quality of vests for Saturday only of
8c
You can't buy them in any dry
itoods store for less titan 15e.
Noah's Ark Variety Store
319 aROADWAY
THE GOOD MAN.
Mackelray was a dour man,
Workin' night and day,
Thryin' to build a grand house,
And frettin' life away.
When he'd built his foine house,
High beyont the furze,
Not a girl in Kildare
Sought to make it hers!
II
Larry was a young dell,
Min' youth away,
A-pleat' and philanderin'
And laughin' all the day,
Never was a colleen
Trod the Kildare sod,
But homeless would have fared forth
At homeless Larry's nod!
—April Stuart Set.
CITY IS AT FAULT.
Improvements To Alley That Did Not
Improve.
Dr. LilLard D. Sartsiers claims that
the boardersf public works in "im-
proving" an alley on South Teeth
street, between Leake avenue and Sa-
lem alley, caused him to lose four
tenants, and to be presented in ordi-
nance court; and in order that jus-
tice be done, City Judge D. A. Cross
held up action on the warrants until
arrangements can be made to remedy
the defect by the board of public
works, Sanitary Inspector R. F.
Barnett and Dr. Sanders. Dr. Sanders
was summoned before the court for
suffering a pool of water to accumu-
late in the alley. The pool of water
he declares was caused .by the board
of public works grading the alley
with gravel and changing the natural
'drainage of the alley. He states he
has reached an agreemeut with the
board to remedy the matter.
•
FOR. EDDYVILLE—
SUNDAY, JUNE 9, 1907
The steamer George Cowling will
run an excursion from Metropolis to
EdelyviSle, next Sundae, leaving Me-
tropolis at 7:30 a en,
This excursion will be first-class in
every respect. No disorderly conduct
will be tolerated aboard the boat.
Come bring your lunch baskets and
spend an enjoyable day on the boat.
Come bring your lunch baskets and
spend an enjoyable day on the Ohio
and Cumberland rivers. White people
only. Visitors will be shown through
the penitentiary at Laddyville. Round
trip fare 75 cents.
E. .1. COWLING.
• Mrs. Keyson—Weren't you fright-
ened when the bull bellowed at you
because of your new red rostume?
Puson—No; you see my hus-
band went oa Just the same when he
got the bill.—Portland Express.
fiOW NOT TO DO
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Birthday Surprise.
Mr, John Lehnhard, the popular Il-
linois Centtal engine foreman, was
tendered a surprise party last even-
ing in bout r of his 26th birthday.
LelitSueel icseita at 700 South
Twelfth street, and had returned
from a hard day's work. His friends
rushed in on him unexpectedly, but
It was a pleasant surprise. A new
game, "Serrano", was played and fol-
lowing dainty refreshments were
served. The gentleman's prize was
won by Mr. Lehnhard and the ladies'
prise by Mrs. John Schroeder. The
booby prize was won by Mrs. James
Sirk. Those in attendance were: Mr.
and Mrs. John Lehnhard, Mr. and
Mrs. Ilene- Lehnhard, Mr. and Mrs.
John Schroeder, Mr. and Mrs. George
Boneurant, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Lehnhard, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Harris,
and Mr. and Mrs. James Sirk.
Dance it Wallace Park.
The younger society crowd will
have a dance this evening at the
Wallace park pavilion in honor of
the girls and boss who are at home
from college and to inaugurate the
summer gayeties.
Alumni Reception to (lass of '07.
The Alumni Association of the Pa-
ducah High school will receive to
night at the parlors of the Eagle
building at Broadway and Sixth
streets, In honor of the graduating
class of this yea-. Each member of
the association is permitted to invite
one guest. Besides these and the
guests of honor, there will be only
the High. school faculty and Super-
intendent Lief; and members of the
board of education. Light refresh-
ments will be served.
Sans Souci Club.
Mile David M. Flournoy is enter-
taining the Sans Souci club this af-
ternoon at bee home in Arcadia. It
is limited to the club members.
Missionary Tete
The Woman's Auxiliary of Grace
Episcopal church is holding Its
Miselonary Tea for June this after-
noon in the parish house parlors.
The program is a discussion of the
work ',along the Indians. Mrs. El-
bridge Palmer is the hoetese.
Carpe Diem Chit.
The Carve Diem club was pleas-
antly entertained on. Thursday even-
ing by Mrs. Anna Harlan at her
home on South Fourth street.
Miss Maggie Lydon is the club
hoeteas for Thursday evening, June
20
Pretty Birthday Forty.
Attie Mies Clara Selma Harris,
daughter of Conductor Henry Har-
ris, entertained yesterd-ay afternoon
front 4 to 6 in honor of her ninth
birthday. The following guests
were present: Misses Ida West, Anita
Billings, leigenia Billings, Frances
May, Catherine Thomas, Zola Sig
fried, Estella Gragon, Lois Callihan,
Etta MeNeilly, Bobbie Green, Annie
May MoKinnie, Masters Karl Sig-
fried, James Beadles, Edmond Stor-
tie, Boyd McKinnie, Carter Ferding-
ton, Charles Ferrington, Harold
Ferrington. Searcy Callihan, Alton
Harris, John Henry Harris. Refresh-
ments were served and an enjoyable
afternoon spent by all.
Paducah Girls Graduated With Honor
at M. C. F. I. In Jackson.
The graduating exercises of the
Memphis Conference Female insti-
tute of Jackson. Tenn„ were held on.
Wednesday in the college chapel and
were largely attended. An admir-
able musical and literary program
was rendered. Among the thirty-
three graduates were: Misses Agnus
THINGS—TO MOTORISTS.
Whim • breakdown occurs don't let -16. ch
auffeur do anything. Be • man
and look well into the thing youraalf. You'll
 b• surprumd what a 'let.* OA*
...ciente, and personal eontaet with th• mec
hanism will do for you.
ter, Mrs. Finis Lack, on Monroe
street,
C. H. Schrieves, science teacher In
the High school, will leave today for
Bowling Green and Mammoth Cave
for a ten days' trip. Later he will
go to Middleton to visit and before
vacation is over expects to visit rela.
dyes in his home town, Boston.
Mos. Charles James, of Evansville,
has arrived from DUW8011 to visit her
mother Mrs. D. L. Sanders.
Miss Bess Luck, of Evansville, is
visiting 'Mrs. George Powell, of
Fountain avenue
Miss Helen Powell has gone to
Evansville for a visit.
Mr. C. H. Wyman, of Blandville,
is visiting his sister, Mrs. Mclntyle,
of North Sixth street.
Mr. Jack McCandless, of 'Memphis,
Is here on business.
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Rudolph, of
Waxahatchie, Tex., are visiting Mr.
Rudolph's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
L. Rudolph, of Lone Oak,
Prin.cipal E. George Payne, of the
MO school, will leave Sunday for
Glasgow, his home. After a short
visit to relatives he will attend the
Knights Templar conclave. In July
he will sail for Germany to enter
Leipsic university, where he expects
tp spend two years.
Attorney Lai D. Threikeld, of
Smithiand, is in the city on legal
business.
Dr. Lynn Adams of Smithland,
was here yesterday on business.
Walter Mansfield and family, of
Fulton are visiting relatives in Pa-
ducah.
Mrs. Waiter Shepherd, of Fulton,
is visiting friends here,
Mrs. Mariah Wright, of Mayfield,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Fred
Green.
Mrs. Clay Lemon and son, of May-
field, have gone home after a visit
to Mrs. Lemon's parents, MT. and
Mrs. Joe Miller, of South Sixth
street.
Miss Florence Loeb returned last
night from school in Indianapolis to
spend the summer vacation.
Miss Sue Smith, a teacher in the
High school, will go tolowa to spend
her vacation.
Miss Harvey Arnow of Cobb, is
visiting Miss Vera Johnston of Sixth
and Clark streets.
Mr. W. K. Coolidge, of Memphis,
Is visiting Mrs. Leslie Soule, of 513
Fifth street.
County Attorney G. C, Edwards, of
Marshall county, is In the city on
business.
Mr. Samuel Rennick, of Mayfiel
d,
Is In the city.
Judge R. L. Shemwell. of Benton
.
returned home this morning after a
business trip to the city.
Attorney John G. Miller went t
o
Murray this morning on professi
onal
business.
Sebree Hale returned from
Cairo this morning.
Miss Carrie Blythe will visit rela-
tives in Tennessee during the s
um-
mer.
Mrs. H. E. Leming and son Harry
returned this morning from Seattle,
Wash., where they spent the winter.
Patrolman James Brennan is tak-
ing his ten days' vacation.
Miss Iona Seger and Mr. James
Perreine, of Anna, Ill., who have
been visiting the Misses Beyer, of
Fifth and Monroe streets, have re-
turned home.
Mr. David Sanders, of San Anto
nio,
Texas, was in the city today to
visit to relatives. He left Mrs. 
San-
ders in San Antonio, where she 
is
slowly improving from her ser
ious
illness and operation for appendici-
tis. He returned today.
Mrs. Chris Miller, of Sixth an
d
Trimble streets, is recovering from
 an
injirri to her left foot.
Miss Mabel Berry visited In C
airo
yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. i!tterbeck
and children went to Owensboro 
this
morning to visit.
Mr. Noah English, fireman at 
sta-
tion, No. 1, was carried from the
Riverside hospital to his home, 
on
South Eighth street, today after
 a
since-etre operation for appendicitis.
MIA• Ruth Shelbourne, of Wick
-
liffe, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Fr
ank
Miss Virginia Newell left yester
-
day for Paris, Tenn., to visit 
her
sister, Mrs. Richard Dunlap. Just
before leaving she received 
a tele-
gram saying that the baby of M
r. ant
Mrs. Bomar Sweeney. of 
Grenada,
Miss., was very low and not ex
pected
to live. Mrs. Sweeney was Miss 
Fantle
Newell and has many friends 
here.
where she lived at the trme of 
her
marriage.
Notice to Colored People.
All the eolorod voters of this 
city,
women and children, are respe
ctfully
requested to he present at the First
Ward Baptist church 34onslay 
even-
ing, Jane POth at 8 o'clock. It is
of interest to attend thje meet
ing
Able speeches by able speakers
 on
questions effecting the weltere of
the race.
C W I W RATH FM.
Chairman Committee.
Luolle Diackard end Moo Enzabt.h
Graham, of this city, who bolt took
the A. B. degree. Mists Grairim was
the valedictorian, and kyr theme
was "Thresholds." :Miss Biackard
Was graduated In music as well as
the regular course. Miss Mare
Louise Roberts, formerly of Pads- In Bankruptcy.
call, was another graduate, taking Referee in Bankruptcy E.
the degree of Mistrees of English by made three orders this
literature, in the bankruptcy court.
W. W. Duly bought property for
Mr. and Mrs. W. J., Hills and something over 52.000 in the sale 
or
daughter, Mies Blanche, will leave property in the J. H. Nelson
 & Sons'
shortly for Michigan. to attend the case, from Livingston cou
nty, and
marriage of Mr. Hill's sister. 'held a $1,000 mort
gage. Referee
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Pope have Bagby directed the trus
tee to credit,
gone to Akron, 0., his former home. the sale bond by thi
s amount.
to reside. A homestead
 was ordered set
Mrs. V. B. Sevier, of Jackson, aside as exempte
d for the bankruptr
Tenn., has returned home after in th
e case of John F'. Watson, Liv-'
spending two months with her daugh ingst
on county and the remainder
of the property, after due appraise-
went, sold. The remainder of Prop-
erty will amount to about $2,000.
Hearing of a petition asking for a
5250 fee by Attorneys Eaton &
Boyd In the ease of John L. Wanner,
was set for June 20.
James Jackson, colored, filed a Pe-
tition In bankruptcy this morning
giving liabilities amounting to $70.60
with no assets.
W. Bag-
morning
Police Court.
Will Flatt, colored, was held over
to the September grand jury for
house breaking. He is alleged to
have broken into the store house of
A. N. Ross, in Mechanicsburg, and
stolen corn and a lot of metal.
Other eases: Jim Campbell, color-
ed, breach of ordinance. dismissed:
G. Nassuer, drunk and disorderly, $1
and costs and suspended under con-
dition he leave the city at once, nev-
er to return, which he accepted.,
Marriage License,
Ed Rudolph to Minnie Vaughan,
WOOD ALCOHOL MENACE TO EYE
Blindness Follows Use of Medicines
Exposed by Agricultural De-
partment.
Washington, D. C., June 7.—A
campaign against the use of wood al-
cohol in medicinal preparations has
been inaugurated by the agricultural
department. Dr. Kehler, who Is prom-
inent in enforcing the pure food and
drug law, is authority for the state-
ment that the use of wood alcohol
will be stopped. The agricultural de-
partment is prepared to go to the
limit In carrying out this policy, for
wood alcohol, used in medicinal prep-
arations, has caused many persons in
this country to become blind. The
danger is increasing, too, for ntanu-
facturers, thinking to avoid the full
effect of the recent law. have taken
to substituting wood alcohol for the
ethyl alcohol. This is being done so
extensively as to become a positive
menace in the view of the agricul-
tural department.
The use of wood alcohol is not
usually indicated with plainness by
manufacturers. They commonly
adopt an abbreviation,of the techni-
cal name "methyl" alcohol, and upon
labels frequently the only thing to
point out the presence of wood alco-
hol is something like this: "Meth."
Then, too, it is a common custom to
place this abbreviation at the end of
the full title, so that it Is only an ex-
perienced chemist whose suspicion is
aroused. The danger in the use of
these methyl compounds is declared
by the department to be serious, loss
of eyesight being the inevitable re-
sult of repeated doses. The depart-
ment will use every power In its pos-
session to put an end to the use of
wbod alcohol, but meanwhile the
plain citizens will do well to fight shy
of every medicinal compound which
has "meth" or "methyl" on the label.
The execution 'of the new law is
affecting in a humorous way the
labels upon what have been common-
ly regarded as foreign preparations.
It develops in some cases that prepa-
tions bearing French labels, and
heretofore popularly supposed to
have been made in France, are of
American manufacture, after all.
You must have been dreaming of
some one proposing to you last night,
Laura. How is that? Why. I heard
you for a whole quarter of an hour
cry Ina 'out yes! —Yliegende Blaetter.
If death came to call on a
more than once, the man might
his respect for it,
Tackle Hart
If U want 2 tackle
the fish that it pays
to tackle.
Hart Sells the Chocest
FISHING TACKLE
At a price that U
can afford to tackle.
The rods, reeds, lines, hooks,
sinkers, corks, bait buckets
are all exceedingly desira-
ble late productions--- the
newest new goods---just
opened. Try Hart.
6E0. O. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
NURSE wanted 1622 Jefferson.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Thiel street.
TELEPHONE 203 for nice bundled
Johnston-Banker Coal Co.
FOR FRESH FISH telephone 926
new or call 1624 Broad alley.
FOR DR? WOOD, Old Phone
2361.
WANTED—A good cook, at once,
1039 Jefferson,
FOR heating and stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
WANTED—Man to work in dairy.
C. M. Black, Phone 240,
YOU CAN get nice bundled kind-
ling at Johnston-Banker Coal compa-
ny. Telephone 203.
SHORT ORDER lunches a spe-
cialty at Page's restaurant, 119 South
Third-street.
BRICKLAYER wanted to do few
hours' work at 1039 Jefferson, at
once.
FOR RENT—rour room house on
North Sixth street, $7 per month. F.
F. Fisher.
FOR RENT— Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
FOR RENT — NewT decorated
apartments. Modern improvements.
Hecht Apartments, 511 Adams.
FOR RENT — Nice room, with
board, 408 Washington. Old phone
2500.
FOR THE BEST sandwicheschile
and hot tamales, call at 111 1-2
South Third street.
WANTED-- Position as bookkeep-
er by man of experience. Good refer-
ences. Address W, care Sun office.
WANTED—Pottition by a white
woman as chambermaid or dining
room girl. Call Morris, 66-a.
FOR BENT—Seven room house,
man 527 North Sixth. All modern-Conven-
lose I:nces. Apply 533 North Sixth.
You will find the house you want
by consulting with us. We have
on our books some that are de-
lightfully situated within essy
reaeh---just' ideal homes for com-
fort and well being. It is easiet
to collect rent than pay it. Why
not become your own landlord?
Your property will be increasing in
value every year.
See about it AT ONCE.
11. C. HOLLINS
Real Estate and Insurance
13oth Phones 127
WANTFM--Position by first-class
stenographer. Address 1209 Jef-
ferson. Phone 621.
CLOTHES cleaned an.: pressed All
work guaranteed. Solomon. The Tail-
or, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
FOR RENT—Nice three-room cot-
tage, 1100 South Fourth street. Ap
ply to S. A. Hill, 11,02 South Fourth
or telephone 964.
EIGHT Jetty or gentlemen agents
to canvass city. Good new proposi-
tion. Call 206 South Third street.
Phone 110,
ONE OF THE prettiest small reg-
istered stallions for service is at Bie-
derman's farm on the Mayfield road.
He has to be seen to be appreciated.
UOST--Signet bracelet with fat-
tish' 0. L., between Wallace park
and Jefferson. Return to F., New
Richmond Hotel, for reward.
FOR RENT— Four rooms, all con-
veniences, over my store. Solomon.
The Tailor, 113 South Third, Phone
1016-a.
JAMES DITPFY has removed his
tailor shop to South Ninth street near
Broadway, where he would be pleased
to swe his customers. Cleaning and
pressing neatly done.
LOST--Wednesday night between
Eighth and Jeffeneon and Eighth and
Broadway, around Ninth street, La-
dles' white embroidered coat. Please
return to Sutherland Vedicine cern-
pony and receive reward.
FOR RENT — Furnished rooms.
Old phone 1114.
BRICK WORK WANTED—Phone
1562.
FOR SALE.--Good second-hand
Tennessee road wagon. Apply Johns-
ton-Denker Coal Co.
FOR SALE-- 500 shares Mergen-
thaler-Horton Basket Machine com-
pany stock at 10 cents per share. Ad-
dress Lock Box 43, Jewett. Ohio._ _
WANTED--Agents and collectors
Salary or commission. An up-to-date
proposition. Call between 8 and 9
a, m., 114% South Fifth, Upstairs.
WE MAKE a specialty of fancy
race track saddles and harness: also
repair work. Paducah Harness aud
Saddle Co., 2044 Kentucky aeenue.
New Phone 546,
FOR SALE—A Caligraph type-
writer, old model, in first class con-
dition. Very cheap. The price will
surprise you. Joe Toner, 3011 Ken-
tucky avenue, Phone 6214.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL and Mr.
Frank Hagerty have formed a part-
nership to do all kinds of plastering,
and the office will be at Weikel's
office, 126 South Fourth. Fotimates
cheerfully given at any' time.
FOR SALE--One four-burner gas
range, three electric chandeliers, ox-
adized consisting of one 1-light, one
2-light and one 3 light and one
brass chandelier of four lights. All
In first-class condition. Ring 653
old phone, mornings.
HORSES FOR SALE—At James A.
Glauber's stable by Blvins and Love.
Those wanting a horse will do well to
see them. They will treat you right.
They have some extra nice drivers.
Bivens and love.
AMERICAN Federation of Musi-
cians, colored, will enroll you for
91.50 until July 2, when the fee will
be raised to $10. Anyone wishing to
Join should see F. MeNeilly, Frost.;
Frank Jones, Vice Prest., or W. M.
Riley, Sec'''.
LOST GOLD PIN—In the Kos,
theater last evening, or between
there and Fraternity building, a gold
pin made from a two dollar and one-
half gold piece, with the letters D.
W. C. on it. Finder please bring to
this office and get imitable reward.
--TIET-OILIT of the wet. Jons woat
be so easy to get next year. We can
use Soo. Highest wages; steady em-
ployment guaranteed. Transportation
advanced to machinists having first-
class references. We positively make
no charge in any way, manner, shape
or form for securing jobs for machin-
ists. Address with references. The
National Metal Trade Association,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
- - ---- -
A Ray of Hope,
The Earl of Buchan was to the end
of his life, although eccentric., a
great social favorite and a terrible
old flirt.
On leaving a room he would take
leave of the prettiest young lady with
old fashioned courtesy, and nay:
"Good-by, my dear, and pray re-
member that Margaret, countess of
Buehan. Is not Immortal."—From
Human Life.
"I wuz so low down In de finan-
ces," said the colored philoimpher.
'dat I vets des erbore ter hang nty-
sel ter a white oak limb w'en a man
come 'long en mod me 40 eerie' he'd
been a-owin' ever sence freedom
broke nut, en 1 postponed d OCe.-
skm en quelled :le rope up, en went
home, ter supper!"— Atlanta Con-
stitution, Snail
The beet m lerosico pea magnify
about 16,000 time* and make a HAY
pile of flour look like a pile of
stones,
• -
J., PTIT
•
oxio'
Par Excellence.
Lantz's Red Kidney, PIilets new
sold direct to the .putelc tbrofgh te
drug stores In 50-cent 'boxes.
Formerly they wore sfl': only to
physicians and were dispensed by
them in their practice.
Just read this letter from a promi-
nent Chicago physician. Could any
etronger testimony be offered for
Lantz's Red Kidney Fillets?
Gentlemen:—Plcase send rue with-
out delay 1,000 more of your Lantz's
Diuretic Pills. I would not be with-
out them. They are par excellence
and I am leading new uses for thent
every day. In one case of Hem-
orrhage of the bladder, patient passed
one quart of blood in one hour; re-
lief came from the Diuretics after
other remedies failed; and after the
third dose there was no more bloody
passages and no pain. In gleft and
gonorrhea they are excellent; in old
men who have difficulty in urinating,
tee-utia to their age, I would always
prescribe Lantz; Diuretic Pills.
H. STEELE SPARROW, M. D.
You will note in the above letter
that the doctor speaLs of Lantz's
Diuretic Pills. As we told you in a
previous announcement in this paper
the name was changed from Lantz's
Diuretic Pill to Lantz's Red Kidney
Fillets at the time that we decided to
Offer this rena,edy direct to the public
through the druggists.
We are always ready and willing to
give any druggist or physician a copy
of our formula, as they all pronounce'
Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets the best
remedy ever offered for kidney and
bladder troubles.
In every box we place our guarantee
to cure or refund your money. That
Is a fair and honest offer, isn't ite
Lantz's Red Kidney Fillets contain
no opiates. Their action is mild, but
sure, Get a box to-day.
Cleanse Your Kidneys With
Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets.
it you este- never used these Palette we will gladly give you a two days'
trial treatm 4 !nt fr14%
Gilbert's Drug Store, Fourth sod Ilroadwai.
What do you want
with a telephone?
Urvice, of Course
Then use the, Home Telephone, the ONLY
one in Paducah giving GOOD service.
I We Use the King of AllBosom Ironers.-.Why?First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.Second—Tie button holes .or stud holes match.
Third—,1Cgligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or Plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL F.STATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
"YOU ARE LUCKY"
If you &nit have a rainy day. Sickness, trouble—
you can't tell just what will hapiwn.
If you haven't any money what are you going to
do?
You won't miss a little out of each week's earn-
ings. Figure out just how much you Can spare.
Opeti an perount with us awl protect yourself
against the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
eent. on deposits.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
211 Broadway
SPIRIT OF ANARCHY
(ooadirmed fres page sue.)
It entails certain obligations on the
part of the parents, and one of these
seems to be, not to allow irrelevent
features to interfere with their school
work as they have done in the past.
The Board of Education should make
I
a rule giving the principal power to
demand that the assistance at shows,
entertainments, etc., not interfere
with school work.
"The attendance in general has
been good, and. the growth of the
High school in the last four years has
been remarkable. At the opening of
the school next yeas the enrollment
will be just about twice what it was
four years ago (counting increase by
entrance the same as it has been in
the past three years) and this, too,
with the requirements for entrance
to the High school raised practically
one year. This increased attendance
has been due to the fact that we have
broadened and enriched the course
of study, making out of the school
a real High school that has had the
recognition of the leading universi-
ties of the central and western states.
The broadening of the course of
study, the introduction of literaev
features, and the freedom allowed
to students within reasonable limits
have created an interest in school
work and have aroused a sclueel
spirit. The students are beginning
to feel that the greatest success of
the school must depend upon them,
to feel the need of co-operation with
the faculty to secure the best results
for themselves.
• Courier of Study.
"In this connection I wish to sug-
gest some changes in the course of
study in the High school. I would
suggest that .. the first and fourth
years in history be required, instead
of the first and second, that no credit
in latin be given for less than four
years of work, and that every student
be required to do the full four years
of English. I recommend the Intro-
duction of manual training, a com-
mercial course, and the opening of a
night school. I will discuss each oft the last three recommendations sepa-
rately in this report.
Discipline.
. "The discipline in the schools thisI
year has been the most ser:ous prop-
toideon of any since my connection
with the schools. The failure of the
board to support, you has left the
principals without support, and
created a spirit of anarchy among
the students. We have felt that an
attempt to enforce strict discipline
would not be upheld. Under such
conditions it is no wonder we have
had trouble, rather the opposite
would be a surprise. If the highest
authority In the schools (The Board)
disregards order and discipline we
can not expect students to heed It to
any great extent.
Qualifications of Teachers.
"There Is no more vital question
that concerns the principal than that
of the qualifications of the teachers
under his charge. In this respect I
do not expect to set up ideal require-
ments, but rather to indicate what Is
the lowest requirement that any
reputable high Reboot can have, so
that the board may not allow the
standard of the schools to be entirely
destroyed. For the past four years
WO have insisted that each teacher
have the equivalent of a four years'
college course in the line of work she
teaches. This should be the mini-
mum requirement and any lower
standard is fatal to the school. Our
students can now enter reputable.
universities without examinationehis
they can not do if the standard is
lowered. Several of our students in
the last few years have attended the
beet schools in tha country because
of this fact. Shall we deny worthy
pupils this inestimable privilege and
deny the community the culture re-
sulting therefrom to satisfy the
whims of certain persons who do not
and can not know the needs of the
schools. Citizens interested in the
progress of the schools and the com-
munity should protest.
"It is easy to see that a person
who has not studied in a university
can not succeetafully teach what the
universities require. It is also clear
that a certificate of a principal who
iseaot a university trained man will
avail nothing In securing entrance.
However, entrance to reputable uni-
versities is DOC by any means the
most essential consideration. The
universities represent the advance
movement in etincation, and there is
no way to catch their spirit or ac-
quire their standard of work without
taking a thorough mime in one.
"A higher standard of qualifies-
t Ione should be required of beginning
teachers in the grades. The enrich-
ng of the course of study In the
grades can only be accomplished
through trained teachers Especially
do we feel this need among the stu-
dents who (Irene to the 'High school
from the grades. These pupils are
almost whol'y unacquainted with ele-
mentary science (Nature Study),
mythology, the heroes of ancient his-
tory, literature. the (unction* of mu-
nicipal and state government, etc.;
the very basis of our, High school
work. It Is absolutely useless for a
principal to try to do the work that is
the most vital and essential without
thoroughly trained teachers. e f
Salaries.
"In order to bring the profelailt e
tip to what It should be, the board
must increase the salaries of the
teachers. ,It is a mere pittance that
our Worthy teachers receive and the
poor ones are costly at any price.
Minimal Triiinhig.
"In my first annual report I called
,attention to the need for the Intro-
1 The Seventh and Eighth,"It Is generally reported from pre-
sumably authorative sources,rc
that the department of the 
seuvenets,h
and eighth grades as it has been
,operated in the past three years, will
be changed, and the grades placed
back in the ward buildings as before.
ilf this is to be done, I am not willing
lit to be carried out for the satisfae-1
ition of a personal feeling on the part
of a few peopie who know absolutely
pothing of the educational value of
the present arrangement. I shall at
)least give a protest by way of an ex-
planation of the advantages of the
present system.
"The question is often asked
whether the present arrangement in
the seventh and eighth grades is al-
together a success. I always answer
no, but the degree of failure is not
due to the lark of the work being
conducted upon a correct prineiple
Whatever failure has occurred in the
past three years has been due to the
board of eduaation not providing
qualified teachers for the work. Most
of the teachers have been thoroughly
equipped and are doing excellent
work, but weak ones front time to
time have seriously impaired the de-
partment. This defect may be easily
remedied, in the first place by look-
ing only to a standard of merit in
employing teachers (and this by the
way should apply In all rases as I
am convinced is not now the ease)
and In the second place is to pay sal-
Brien commensurate with the extra-
ordinary effort put forth in this work
We can not keep good teachers at the
salaries now paid. With these two
defects remedied, which is an easy
matter, the work of the department
can be made thoroughly effective.
"I wish to note some of the advan-
tages of the department work. The
teachers that do special lines of work
are better able to do It well. They
can work in harmony with the teach-
ars in the High school in their spe-
cial eepartmenta and really fit the
pupils for the High school, thus avoid
ing the gap between the High school
and the grades, the tnait Important
feature In working out the course of
study. It will afford the student the
advantage of being promoted, and not
retained in the grade because of bta
day, As I, have studied the situation
very closely since I am more im-
pressed with the need. of this im-
portant feature. If the ideal is cor-
rect that the schools are to serve the
community, that I know of no bet-
ter way of rendering service for the
expense incurred. When I made the
reeommandation I offered my ser-
vices free of °barge in order that this
benevolent movement might be ite-
auguarted. While I shall not remain
here I wish to urge the necessity of
beginning a work of this kind. The
work can be instituted at small ex-
pense and :t will result in inestima-
ble good.
Music.
"I would respectfully suggest more
aaention be paid to music in the
High school. Music is especially an
essential part to a girl's education,
and as a large per cent of our stu-
dents are girls, music should have a
more prominent place in the. curt!cu-
lum.
vi the n,aoiia a4m 1/1Z0 in One or two subjects.
schools. I eialt to say a word fur-IThis prevents the doss of interest In
ther upon this subject and give a having to go over subjects with which
word in eneouragetnent of the alumni the student Is perfectly familiar. An-
ent) are utter trying to introduce this
work. Aeide from the practical value
the means of arousing iuterest and
increesing the -attendance of the
boys, the manual Arta have a deeper
significance in the training of chid- students have learned to do more in-
dren. It has been urged for someldependent work, and discipline them-
time by the leading educators 'thae!selyes, as they are not so immediately
manual training had a cultural value under the eye of the teacher. These
as other subjects in the cuelculum.ladvantages are so clear that even the
Since the child, because of hs en- putts themselves are practicallyvirounient in the city, is deprived of unanimous in this their wish to re
certain essential motor activity, the main here. Out of the two hundred
practice in the manual arts are neees- and fifty pupils less than a dozen are
sary to •Ltis mental development. His willing to return to the ward build-
acquaintance with objects is nieces- item This estimate is taken front
sary, and this can only be had by the an actual census and is not a mere
handling of objects. This fact neces- guess. There are many other rea-*eaten the introduction of manual sons why the seventh and eighthtraining In the dower grades. This grades should remain in the Wash-work was begun three years ago and ington building, but space will nothas been carried out as far as the allow us to mention more of themteaehers 'have been able with the ma- here,
terial furnished and their informa-
tion upon the subject. This werk 
A Final Word.
"If 
should be extended in the grades and 
you allow me to suggest
the teachers should be required to 
I would say that the greatest need
is an educated school board that isprepare themselves to do the work.
Not only should the work be carried 
capable of understanding the work
out in the grades, but it should be 
of the High school, at least, if they
introduced into the High school. I 
can not understand the underlying
principles of education. How canshould be pleased to make further
people plan the work of a High schoolrecommendations and eay to what ex-
or understand its needs or know howtent the work in manual training
to contribute to its advantages whocould be successfully carried out at
hthe present time, at a reasonable ex- 
ave never seen a high school at work
pease, if there Is a possibility of It And worse still that contains mem-
being introduced. - hers who boast of never having gone
Commercial Course. above the fourth grade and believe
themselves in a position to dictate"There ie an increasing demand in
the city for work along commercial the policy of the school without con-
lines. I believe there is sufficient de- suiting superintendent or principal.
mend to warrant offering work along It is ridiculopely absurd, I believe
that line. This course should be free that the Only remedy is special leg's-
from all suspicion of resemblance to latilon whereby we can haye a less
the ordinary business college course, number on the board end those elect-
it Should be broad and comprehen- ed from the city at large.
sive, Including history, economy, "My greatest disappointment has
civics and businees law as the major arisen from the fact that the people
subjects. I would suggest that the of the community have taken so Iletie
course require the same units of interest in schools since my connec-
credit for graduation as is required tion with them. We have used every
In the literary departments, and means within possible limits to
that book-keeping and short-hand be arouse a more thorough interest and
made a part of the course. Such 'a co-operation. There is no hope for
course wonld give those persons wish- permanent advancemept without this.
lag to enter upon a business career We have been greatly gratified in the
a clearer view of the buainess world past few months that the Alumni and
and their relation to it. I consider the Woman's club have been aroused
this an essential requirement in the anti are putting forth every effort to
High school now and the work may prevent the lowering of the standard
be offered with practically no add& of the schools, They are working in
(tonal expense.
, 
a practical way, and although there
Night School may be retrogression now I feel sure
"Two years ago I urged that the that the ultimate result will be a bet-
board of education establish a night ter school system. •
school in connection with the pub- "I wish to thank you for the cor-
lic schooli, to afford a means of edu- dial support that you have always ex-
cation for worthy young men who tended to me in carrying out the
are compelled to work during the work that we have undertaken in the
past four years. In the thee three
other very decided advantage is the
closer relation that has existed be-
tween the High school and the grades
and the greater number entering the
High school from the grades. The
Years of our work here the advance
in the schools was very marked, and
the retrogression of the past year has
been against your mote emphatic pro
test. Within the limits set by the
board you have given me perfect
freedom to work out the school
problem, holding me responsible for
results, and ever extending encour-
agement and assistance. It is due
to your unstinted support that our
successful discipline has been possi-
ble. For this support I wish to thank
you on my own behalf and on behalf
of the teachers under my charge.
"I wish to say further (and to ex-
plain some things that f have %ale in
these recommendations) that some
of the board members are of stee-
ling worth as men and as school
men. It is 90 patent to the people of
the city and to you, the ones who
have tried to dissipate your efforts
In building up the school that I need
not mention names."
Very truly yours,
K. GEO. PAYNE, Principal.
COM Nfl SSION HIM SALE.
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken circuit court, rendered at its
April term. 1907, in the action of
City of Paducah, plaintiff, against T.
0. Amuse., defendant, I will, on Mon-
day, June 10th, (about the hour of
10 o'clock a. m.), 1907, (being coun-
ty court day), at tbe court heuse
door In Paducah, Kentucky. sell to
the highest bidder, on a credit of six
1
Los Angeles, Cal.—Electric
Medical Association, Jane 8th
to 15th; limit August 31st,
Rpund trip, $60.50.
Cairo, 111.--Sunday, June
9--Knights of Columbus —
Round trip $1. Leaves Padu-
cah 7:40 a, m., returning
leave Cairo 11:30 p. m.
Saratoga Springs, N. Y —
Knights Templar- --$ 26.20—
July 2nd .to 7th inclusive.
good returning until July 1e.
with privilege of extension
until July 24, upon payment
of $1.00 extra, Through
sleeper from Paducah to Buf-
falo, on train 104, 1:32 a. m ,
Saturday, July le.
Philadelphla --B. P. 0. E.—
$20110, July 11th to 14th in-
clusive, good returning until
July 23rd with privilege of
eitension until July 3Ist.
Through sleeper from Padu
rah. leaves on train 10-4, Jule
14th, 1:33 a. m. '
For information, apply to
City Tit** Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot,
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket C ft3ce
R. M. PRATHER,
Arrest Uni011'Depot
Dandelion
Removes the ()ease Of Kidney Trouble.
Guaranteed under the Pure Food and Drug Act, June 30, 1906. Serial
Numbs 3517.
A healthy kidney is a filter. The blood goes in one end of the Icicle*
full of poisonous and waste material. It comes out from the other end per.
fectle pure, Like all filters the kidneys get out of order. The trouble is
only slight at first, but rapidly becomes dangerous if neglected, because
the kidneys become choked with refuse, and .the result is a leaking filter,
tall of holes and ulcers, with the natural consequence that the whole sys-
tem becomes poleonous and the blood contaminated with uric acid. Dr.
Edwards' Compound Dandelion Tablets act directly upon the kidneys and
remove the cause of the trouble. In other words, they repair the leaking
filter and make it clean and healthy. Get a box today.
1 01(1 by all Druggists, 2bc; Schenck Chemical company, Manufactnrers,
$4-56 Franklin Street, New York and (Look for this Signature.)
IV. B. M'PHERSON, Druggist,
Paducah, Ky.
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky.
JAS. M. COLLINS CO.
Practical Horse Shoeing. 309 South Fourth St.
First Clams Work Clutsrstriteed. (IRu LSI.* at Tried
OLD PHONE 2067
N•11.
DID YOU KNOW?
We list in our directory over 3,000 sub-
scribers and more than three-fourths are
exclusive East Tennessee subscribers ?
Call Contract Department No. 300.
EAST TENNES§ILEPHONE CO.
months, the following
erty, viz:
Beginning on the west side of
Sixth street, In the city of Padueah,
McCracken county, Ky., 450 feet
south from the intersection of Sixth
and Husbands streets; thence south
with Sixth street 5-1) feet; thence at
right angles and towards Seventh
street 166 feet to a 14 foot alley;
thence at right angles towards Hus-
bands street 50 feet; thence at right
angles towards Sixth street 166 feet
to the beginning, to satisfy judg-
ment, interest and cost.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing Interest at G per cent from
day of etpalm_having. force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
described prop- when due.
This 6th day o4 June, 1907,
JAMES. CAMPBELL, JR.,
- - Attorney.
CECIL REED,
Master Cotuinkisioner.
Oall 'For Convention,
The Republicans of the city of Pa-
ducah, Ky., are hereby called to meet
In mass convention at the city hall in
the city of Paducah, Ky., on Thurs-
day, June 27, 1907, at 3 o'clock p.
for the purpose of selecting candi-
dates for all of the city offices that
are to be filled at the election in
November, 1907.
FRANK BOYD, Chairman.
C. W MERRIWEATHER, Sec.
IMP
•
COOK
WITH
GAS
The ideal fuel. More
convenient—less ex-
pensive.
The Paducah Light & Power Co,
(1110***...rated.)
V,
•
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IfYouReadThIs
✓ill be to learn that the leading medf-
writers anti teachers of all the several
3o111 of practice recommend, in the
ogee terms possible, each and every
redient entering into the composition
h. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
the cure of weak stomach, dyspepsia,
mit of stomach, "liver complaint,"
sid liver, or biliousness, chronic. bowel
etions, and all catarrhal jaws of
sewer region, name or ore. It is
spa peeiiie remedy f rut+ chronic
on 
cik 
lea of catarrhal affix-
• and elf- resultants, as bronchial,
at and lung disease (except consump-
) accompanied with severe coughs. It
it so good for acute colds and coughs,
for lingering, or chronic cases it is
edally efficacious in producing per-
cures. It contains Black Cherrybark,
len Seal root, Bloodroot, Stone mot,
adrake root and Queen's root—all of
ch are highly praised as remedies for
.he above mentioned affections by such
nent medical writers and teachers as
L Bartholow, of efferson Med. 
e
Col-
Prof. Hare the Univ. of Pa.;
f. Finie ngwood, M. D. of Ben-
i Med. •liege, Chicago; Prof. Johnty,M. I of Cincinnati; Prof. John
Ncudde 
. 
, of Cincinnati; Prof.
yin M M. D., of liahnemann
e , Chicago, and scores of
e ly eminent in their several
practice.
"Goeclealleateel D ser • " s the
dt . : treinitTairb
i 
. ;Mb .s an.
Wi iolmllle4T5 .
.ruvritarieke n a
Often pu licity o ti ormu a
ieErFIT possible guaranty of its merits.
'ance at this published formula will
w that "Golden Medical Discovery*
.ains no poisonous, harmful or habit-
ling drugs and no alcohol—chemically
• triple-retined glycerine being used
pad. Glycerine is entirely unobjec-
able and besides Is a most useful agent
as cure or all stomach as well as bron-
il, threat and lung affections. There
le highest medical authority for its
In all such eases. The"Discovery "is
ncentrated glyeeric extract of native,
icinal roots and is safe and reliable.
booklet of extracts from eminent,
ical atithorttios, endorsing its ingree
es mailed free on request. Address
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
['LE DAUGHTER OF MAR ILL
imam Personally Tends Child Who
I Is Feared, Has Diphtheria.
. Petersburg, June 7.— Grand
aess Anastasia, the six-year-old
Otter of Emperor Nicholas, is ill
it is feared she has diphtheria,
empress is caring for the child
onally.
urope has fifty languages, with
variations.
se Sun want ads, for results,
LOK:IS AND TENNESSEE
'RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEINER CLYDE
res Paducah for Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
V. WRIGHT.... ....... Master
;ENE ROBINSON Clerk
▪ is company Is not responsible,
nvoice charges unlese colleced by
Hera of the beat,
wells' excursion rates from Padu-
to Waterloo. Fare for the round
8S . Leaves Pa d u eah every
needay at 4 p.
NRY MAIIMEN, JR.
tEMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
Binding, Bank Work. Legal
id Library Work a specialty.
2▪ 418VILLE, PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LEICS.
(Taeorporated)
wino and PiwIscala Packets
(Daby Except Sunday.)
os.mers Jos Fowler and John 8
ens, leave Paducah for Evan*
and way landings at 11 a. in.
octal excursion rate now in et
from Paducah to Evansville an.,
11. 84.1.0. Elegant musie on the
Teti- unsurpessed.
brICAMER DICK FOWLER
pgrarillr If 4111M11111
as Peoacak for Cairo and waa
ngs at 8 a. M. sharpe, daily, es-
Sunday. Special excursion rate,
In effect from Paducah to Cain
return, with or without Meali
00.131. Good music and table un
aged.
r further information apply to
Fowler General Pass. Agent, o'
, Fowler, City Pass. Agent, a
or-Crumbaugh & slise
oll ow-. No. II.
EE LINE STEAMERS
nine trip eveurelon rates
nn Paducah to Cincinnati,
Lewis and Memphis, which
e as follows:
ducal' to Cincinnati and
return • • • •  .11.00
Louis  7.50
rihphla  TEO
h. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
°Mee Richmond Mosel
Telephone 60-K,
111111111111111111101101111111111,1111111111111,
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Light." Etc.
•
Author of "Wings of the Morning," "The Pillar of
•
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(('ontinued Front Yesterday.)
CHAPTER II.
O
N Friday evening, March 19. a
thunderstorm of unusual vio-
lence broke over London. It
was notably peculiar In cer-
tain tirets aspects. 'The weather was
cold and showery, a typical day of the
March equinox. Under such conditions
barometric pressure remains fixed rath-
er than variable, yet many wpose busi-
ness or hobby it is to record such fucts
observed a rapid shrinkage of the mer-
cury column between the hours of 6
and 7. A deluge of rain fell for many
minutes and was followed about 7:30
p. in. by a mad turmoil of Thunder and
an astounding electrical display not
often witnessed beyond the confines of
the giant mountain ranges of the world.
So violent and unnerving was the
outburst that the social life of Lon-
don was paralyzed for the hour. The-
ater earties, diners in the fashionable
restaurants. tbe greater millions anx-
ious to get away from offices and shops,
those eager alike to enter and leave
the charmed circle of the four mile ra-
dium, were ruthlessly bidden to wait
while the awesome forces of nature
made mad racket in the streets. All
horseflesh was afraid. The drivers of
cabs and omnibuses were unable to
make progress. They had sufficient
ado to ressrain their maddened ani-
mals from adding the havoc of blind
charges througb the streets to the gen-
eral confusion caused by the warring
elements. Telegraph and telephone
wires became not only useless. 'hut
datigerous, and the suburban train
service was consequently plunged into
a tangle from willeb it was not We-l-
est/el until midnight.
So general was the confusion, so
widespread the pubric alarm, that the
sudden cessation of the uproar at
8 o'clock emitted more prayers of thank-
fulness to he uttered In the metropolis
A bog ran forward to oficr his service*
at tar carriage dim,-
thin had been heard for many a day.
Bet worse remained. Thus far the
lightning ban been appalling, brilliant-
ly lurid, but harmless. At 10 o'clock
the storm raged again, this time with-
wit the preliminary downfall' of rain.
end the !listening. theugh less sen-
Rational in appentance, was dellIOnine
in effect, levying a toll on human lives,
causing tires and general damage to
property, accounts of which filled
many columns of tbe newspapers next
morning This second outburst was
succeeded by heavy and continuous
join. At the hour when the theaters
emptied their diminishing rredienees
into the streets London wore its nor-
mal rain ftetillen aspect. It was not
until tbe following day that people
fully understood the magnitude and
terrifying results of the later display.
About a quarter to a while the first
storm was at its height, a carriage testi
pair dashed into a fashionable West
End square and pulled up outside n
mansion rant in the stereoteerd mold
of the early VI( torian period. The
heroes, overfed and underworked, had
been rendered frantic by the :drive
thrnugh the park from the farther
west Fortunately, they knew this
halting place, or the coachman would
never hare suceeeded in stopping
thew. AS it was, they sweated white
with fear, and the footman, shouting
to the occupants of the carriage that
he could not attend to the door, ran
to their heads lifter giving a vigorous
tug at the house hell.
A boy, tall And thin, and scantily at-
tired for such weather, vrbd had teken
shelter in the dark tweet) of the man-
sion. ran forward to offer his services
at the carriage door. A bundle of
etening papers, covered with n Meet.
of sacking, nornewhet impeded the use
of his left heath-end, as it happened
In his right he held a large bun oh
which he had Mot commenced to dine
Before he meld turn the handle the
farriege door opened from the inside.
A man sprang out.
"Ott, out of the way," be said Im-
patiently, and the newsboy obeyed,
glad.that he bed not followed his first
Impulse and flung away the bun.
A vivid flash of lightning made the
horses rear and plunge.
Look sharp. Elf!" cried the stranger
in no more cordial tone. "Gather your
wraps and jump out. 08 a night like
this these nervous brutes"
A peal of thunder that rattled the
windows interrupted him. The two
animali reared and backed with one
accord. 'I'he plucky footman, hanging
on to the erosebars of the bits, was
lifted off him feet and banged violently
against the pole. He was forced to ke
So and fell, staggering backward sonfe
yards before he dropped. There was
a smash of iron and wood and the
near hind wheel of the carriage jam-
med against the curb. A slight scream
came from the interior. Certain that
the vehicle would turn over instantly,
the man who had alighted dammed the
door and sprang clear. In doing so he
tripped over the newsboy and fell
heavily on the pavement. The boy,
quicker to note that the breaking of
the pole had given a momentary res-
pite, rushed into the roadway, throw-
ing away both precious bun and still
more precious stock of unsold papers:.
He wrenched the other door open
and shouted:
"This way, madam. Quick!"
"Madam" was quick. She sprang
right into his arms and proved to he n
girl of twelve or thereabouts, dressed
all in white and wrapped in an enufne
cloak.
Over went the carriage with a fear-
ful crash. The coachman managed to
jump from the box into tite roadway.
He retained the reins anti whip in his
grasp and now. being his temper, lash-
ed the struggling horses savagely. This
cowed them, and they ceased their an-
tics.
The boy and the girl found them-
selves standing on the sidewalk close
to the ruined vehicle.
n'eu have saved my lifer' saki the
girl sweetly and *about any trace of
the nervousness which might federally
be expected after much a narrow escape
from n serious accident.
The boy noted that 'her eyes were
large and -blue. that she wore n great
shining ornament in her hair and that
the appeared to be dressed in ROMP
whet frinelfel manner. though the big
elonk she wore concealed the details.
The door of the mansion opened, and
Ferrante came running out.
Serldenly the boy reettived a violent
blow on the Nide of the bend.
"Cenfmand you!" 'deleted the titan
who had fallen on the pnvetnent. "why
didn't you'iget out of the way when I
told you?"
The boy, astounded by such neug-
nition or Lila tiwele help, made no re-
ply, but the girt protested vehemently.
"Oh, uncle," she cried, "why die you
strike him? He getsesee out of the
carriage just before It turned over.
Ile did, indeed:"
Another vivid flash of lightning II-
Iuni.iruc'd the eeene. It lit up the group
with startling brilliancy. The lir -.
stilt somewhat shaken by the velems
blow, was nevertheless able to red
clearly the pale, handsome, but dissi-
pated features of his enraged assail-
ant, whose evening dress and immacu-
late linen were ruined by the black
mud of the e‘avement. The girl, dainty
and fairy like, a little maid of aristo-
cratic type, and of a beauty that prom-
ised much in later years, was distress-
ed now and almost tearful.
Through the crowd of frightened
servants. augmented by a few daring
pedestrians, a burly policeman, gi-
gentle in waterproof overalls, was ad-
vancing with official bluster.
"What has happened?" he demand-
ed. "Is anybody hurt?"
The tnan answered:
"My horses were startled by the
storm. I jumped net and was en-
deasoring to extricate my niece when
this wretched boy got in the way."
"Uncle.- , protested the girl. "you
closed the door on me, and :he boy"—
"Shut up!" he growled curtly. "Go
For the
CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol
We take pleasure In announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
know*, but for use In the arts
and mechanics It is the most
reonotnical and satisfactory fue
known.
1
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
also burns without any of Its
offensive odor, Next time try
it In your chaficg dish or alco-
hol heater: it Will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEA D'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
Seth Phones 756,
111e 4 pt. and bottle; 5c rebate
for bottle.
sibc 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
35e 2 pt and tvottle: 10o rebate
feu' bottle.
S.11. WINSTEAD
Prise al &Irks N Teiselioal Orilers.
Seventh and Bmadnay.
Inside the house!"
But his niece shared with him at
least one characteristic. She possessed
the family temper.
"I will not go away and let you say
which are not true. Listen te
me, Mr. Polleetnan, Lord Ninurtone
did close the door because he thought
the carriage Would turn 10N er on top of
him. For some reason the &evident
did not happen immediately, and the
boy an round to the other side and
helped me out just In thee."
••Coulouud the brat: I think he was
the real cause of the whole affair,
Why was he hiding in my doorway?"
Lord Yanteolie was more enraged
titan ever by the girl's obstinate de-
fense of her rescuer and her Insistence
on bisdown seeming cowardice.
"I was not hiding. I only took shel-
ter from the storm. I tried to help you
because the footman was struggling
with the homes. I do not 11111111 any
credit for simply opening a door and
helping the young lady to alight, but
I lost both my dinner and my papers
in doing so."
Every one experienced a shock of
surprise at hearing the boy's elegant
diction. The policeman was puzzled.
He instantly understood the facts, but
tiered not browbeat an earl.
"You do not bring any charge against
him, my lord?" he said,
But his lordship deigned no reply.
He told the coachman ei arrange for
the removal of the carriage. grasped
his niece by the arm and led her, still
protesting. Into the house.
The policeman saw the bundle of
papers scattered over the roadway and
near theta the partly eaten ben. After
a wrench at his garments he produeell
ft penny.
"Here," he said to, the boy. "Bny
another bun and be off. It's a geed
job for you the young lady spoke dip
the way she did."
"She merely told the truth. That
man wan a liar."
Refusing the proffered penny. the
boy turned en his heel. The policeman
looked after him.
"That's a queer kid." he thought.
"Talked like a regular young gent. I
wonder why he is selling papers. Poor
lad: He lost a bob's worth at least,
and small thanks be got for it."
Passing out of the square by the
first eastward street, Philip Anson,
:with his head erect and hands clinched
In his pockets, strode onwnni at a
rapid pace. The lightning was less
frequent now, and the thunder was
dying away in sullen rumblings. He
was wet end hungry. yet. although he
had three halfpence, the remaining
below* of the only sales effected that
evening. he passed teeny shops where
he could have bought food.
In Piccadilly, where the cessation of
the storm created a rush of traffic., he
was nearly run over by reason of his
own carelessness and received a slash
from a whip, accompanied by a loud
oath from an angry cabman. Ile shiv-
ered, lint never even lookeil around.
Crossing Trafalgar square, he plunged
through the vortex of vehicles without
troubling to avoid thole in the slight-
est degree. Once tbe hot breath of e
poir of van horses touched Ids cheek
while a speechless driver pulled them
back onto their haunches. Again, the
ore wheel of an omnibus actually grazed
his heel as be sped behind the statue
of Charles I.
(('ontinued in Next Issue.)
The Magic No. 3.
Number three is & wonderful mas-
cot for Geo. H. Parris. of Cedar
Grove, Me., according to a letter
which reads: "After suffering much
with liver and kidney trouble, and
becoming greatly discouraged by the
failure to find relief, I tried Elec-
tric Bitters, and as a result I am a
well man today. The first bottle re-
lieved and three bottles completed
the cure." Guaranted best renlede
for stomach, liver and kidney trou-
bles, by all druggists 50e.
REPORTS ON' JAPANESE RIOTS
-----
Governor of California Sends Secre-
tary Root Details of Trouble.
Washington, June 7.---Supplement-
tog his telegraphir reply to the inqui-
ry of Secretary Root regarding the
most recent of Japanese disturbances
In San Franciem Governor Gillette
of Celifornia, has submitted a mail
report covering in detail trite outbreak
of the trouble in the Japanese
"Horne Shoe" restaurant and its ex-
tension to the bathhouse opposite.
The governor's statements are practi-
cally the same as those coutained in
the news. diratches.
The Japanese account as It reach-
ed the embassy from the consul gen-
eral at San Francisco is in conflict
with the other reports In ascribing
the incident principally to an out-
break of race feeling.
Information has been received
here to the effect that the Japanese
consul general in San Francisco is
contemplating bringing a stilt against
the City of San Erten:1sec) for dam-
sees incurred by the owners of the
"Horse Shoe" restaurant and. the
Folsom bathhouse. It is understood
that the Japanese will be perfectly
satisfied with a judicial determination
of the case.
ANCIENT ROVES
Is now merely a memory of the past.
Hallard's Snow Liniment is the family
IltiltThent of the twentieth century. A
positive cure for Rheumatism, Berne
Cuts. Sprains, Neuralgia, etc. Mr.
U. Magyon, Stanberry, Mn.. writs'.
have userefinow Linuneat far Rheuma-
tism and all pain. I can't say enough
In III praise.'
Mold by all druggists.
•
street car Apnea Switch,
Street car, No. 1102, split the
switch yesterday afternoon at Broad-
way and Sixth street, the front
trucks going out Broadway and rear
i trueks net North Sixth street Two
po:destrians standing between the
tracks leaped &aide just In time to
esnape being struck
I 
— -- -----
It ls funny to bear a married man
talk about the tun he hid at a Soli-
dity school picnic.
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IGreat Summer Discount
Fourteen Young Men and Wo-
men Face Their Future
 !icemen( Exercises Simple anti
inIpte!...he at Kentucky
Theater.
)NEL RAIN MAKES FRIENDs
Launched onto the real sea of life
and "facing the future" with "mas-
ter minds", the graduating class of
the High school held their com-
mencement last night at the Ken-
tucky before a representative auJi-
ence which expressed its approval In
genuine applause and beautiful flow-
ers in profusion. The inspiration of a
telling lecture by Colonel George W.
Bain, of Lexington, on the subject,'
"Traits of Character, or Among the
Masses," made the commenceniett
program worth while not only to the
graduates but to the audience. The
graduates are:
Misses, Annabel Acker, valedicto-
rian; Frances Clark, Vera Johnston,
&Rio P Blacknall, Jessie Cloys, Ethel
Hawkins, India Lang and Henri All-
cott; Messrs., Bell Nlenols, salutato-
rian; Brent Janes, David Yeiser,
Cattk Boadurant, Robert Fisher and.
Robert Haike.
The curtain rose on the graduates
seated in a semi-oircle on the s ge,
with potted plants and flowers af-
fording a pleasing relief for the pure
white :dresses of the girls, and the
full dress suits cif the boys. The fac-
ulty of the High school with Super-
intendent Lieb, President List of the
school board, the Rev. S. B. Moore
and the Rev. J. R. Henry, and the
speaker for the evening Colonel
George W. Bain. also occupied seats
on the stage. In a box several of the
school trustees, with Superintendent-
elect Carnagey, heard the program.
The Program.
"Blow, 'Soft Winds- (Vincent),wa5
sung as an opening chorus by the
Call, write, or phone for CATALOGUE and full particulars. Special
SUMMER *DISCOUNT 1111111 011. POSITIONS secured or MONIele aACK
DRAUGHON'S 13,,,AsciTNTASLgT COLLEGES
224 colieges. ...UCCCfrge.. Aldre.s Draugiton l'tu Iii al iltesto
College Co., Ineoriporaied.
GRAYSON SPRINGS KY.
Most noted waters and baths in America
11DIAL., FAMILY 12V.SO1T
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity tiOU Iterate.
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria. Twenty Distinct Springs
BATHS--Sulphur, Mod, Vapor and Massage.
AMUSEMENTS—Dancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting.
Fishing.
Special Ire Notes Orrin Sean. of 190/. Setoced Roved Trip Rees so 111mois Central Railroad
For Pamphlet iii fiette eddies.,
NIEROKIE BROS., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS, KY.
LAKE BREEZES mANITouCan be enslaved in safe deign 
on the STEEL STIA/LSHIP
OR COMFORT, REST AlD PLEASURE
It otters an unequalled aportunity
!rat Class Only-Passenger Sc.rvice Exclusively
Modern rornforte, clectrt. I zfr T1, '1 elegant beat eclefrfr.P.1 tueveli
who traerl rivht. Tbrrr I t I Togs it.. Ll• hello,. I 11.1•-•44, ,
Care. Charlevoix. Peto.kev. Harbor apriesa and lineLla.ar Waal
..nocurc f•Ar Dairadt. Ratak, naialh and all I.-'.. and
Vaasa.. Pabst*. 5.5 almwt 041 r We. k-end Tr, for BYO .1/1111
Men Tor Tonna Bout iNt• kraervelatom,
SOS. SEROUNE1111. C. P. A. Sandell Steamship Co-Chit:age
HARRY
The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed car r iag e
when I serve you. We
give event personal at-
tention at all times.'
ANDERSON, PHONE 915
-
R. Henry, of the Kentucky Avenue
(
Smith, at Metropolis, lost cennee-
'Presbyterian rhumb, mitt ' tbe hem,- rion at Paduab and Sionriecl.off here.
diction. The old couple spent a night of wake-
A Fortunate Texan.
Mr. E. W. Goodloe, of 107 St
Louis St., Dallas, Tex., says: "In
class and the Rev. S. B. Moore, (lithe past ear I have become acquaint-
the First Christian church, said thd'ed with Dr. King's New Life Pills,
invocation. The salutatory, "Facing
the Future," was delivered by Jesse
Bell Nichols. His speech was refresh-
ingly free from the conventional stif-
ness and loftiness of diction of grad-
uation addresses and had a ring of
frank expectancy of real life, along
with optimistic idea, of their ability
to face It and solve it triumphantly.
In his address on "Traits of Char-
acter", Colonel Bain pnoved that Ids
abiltty to entertain and instruct was
not exhausted on his previous visits
here. His points were forced home
with both humor and pathos, all
through his remarks there was a
plea for earnestness of character and
height of aims. He would have them
mindful of the importance of doing
the little duties of life well and to
endeavor to let their influences on
their fellow men and women he al-
ways noble. The audience thorough-
ly enjoyed Colonel Halo's address.
"The Master Mind," was the sule-
tete of the valedictory by Mime An-
nabel Acker. After showing the ef-
fects of master minds on the world
in the past. Miss Acker outlined
their possibilities in the future, and
field a deserved compliment to Su-
perintendent Lie!, for his successful
work in raising the standard of the
school, and particularly the High
school. She bade their Alma Mater
goodbye for the class
Diplomas Presented,
Dr. Anthony Liar, prestdent of the
school boards, presented the diplo-
mas_ The chute sang the closing cho-
rus, "Merry June," (Vincent) and
while the orchestra played, flowers
were distributed. These were beauti-
ful and many anti the feet of the
graduates, their tape and arms soon
were covered with the expressions of
regard of their friends. The Rev. J.
Our Quick Service
Prescription Oepar I ment
Fie the convenience of our
patrons we have equipped our-
selves especially for prompt and
efficient prescription service.
We have .two bicycle messen-
gers on duty all the time and a
hurry call to Phone 77 will meet
with a hurry response always.
Our Prescription Departnient
is in charge of a Registered
Pharmacist of twenty years' ex-
perience, and only pure and full
strength drugs ure used in the
compounding of pres:tiptions.
Everything Is done lust at care-
fully as If you knew all about
the hominess and were there to
watch each operation. We be-
lieve that kind of service is ap-
preciated: the rapid growth of
our business /flume it.
So nOxt time the doctor leaves
a prescription at your home, just
step to the phone and call
Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway
Either Phone 'No. 77.
Agent for original A Ilegrettl
Candies
.coreeehaeseieseeieueideleres eeteirece
and no laxative I ever before tried
so effectually disposes of malaria
and biliousness." They don't grind
nor gripe. 25c at all druggists.
VICE CONSUL 31Ah-ES .1,POLOGY
Swedish Official at St. Louis Who Of-
fended Wee:even Squares Himself.
-----
Washington, June, 7.—If the in-
clinations of the president are follow-
ed the exequtor of Charles A. A.
Ekstromer as vice copsul of Sweden
at St. Louie, which was withdrawn
some time ago, will be reissued to
him. Mr. Ekstromer incurred the per-
sonal displeasure of the president by
addressing him a letter which was re-
garded as Impertinent anti discourte-
ous. The president has received an
apologetic letter front Mr. Ekstromer.
THERE ARE FEW
People who know how to take eare of
thernselves—the majority do not. The
liver is a most important organ in the
body. Herblne will keep it In (9indi-
tion. V. C. Simpkins. Allot. Texas,
writes: "I have used lierhine for
chills and Fever and find it the hest
medielne I over used. I would not he
without it. It Is as good for childten
as it Is for grown-up peopil% and T
reeommend It. It is fine for La Grippe."
Sold by all druggists.
Reached Metropolis at Last.
Mr. Michael Gruemelser and wife,
of Ludlow. Ky., while on their way
to visit hie sister. Mrs. Jacob W.
fulness but found the way alright af-
ter arriving here and went on their
way rejoicints.--Mayfleid Monitor.
Oak Dale Hotel
Etrotokpcort., !IL.'
Sates $I a Day. Everything OK
In 1 A Lacking, Itipristress.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL,
D. A. Halley, Prop.
ifewest and best hotel in the city.
Rates $2.00. Two large sample
Noma. Bath rooms. Electric Lights,
?he only centrally located Hotel is
lie city.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO-
LICITED.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE  LUNCS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR 
ONSUIPPTION Price
OUGYS and 60c&$ 00
LDS irits Tr, I.
(treat ..odilincgest cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUP...1
LES, or MONEY BACK.
=MM. 
CITY TRANSFER CO
"Wu
Now located at
Cilauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds ef hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
Early Times
Arid
Jack Beam
•
Is not bottled just as soon as it
attains the required four years of
age, but it enjoys the full eight
year bonded period and is not
bottled until it is eight years old.
Watch the stamp—it protects you.
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I Great Pacific
I The Broadway Store.Old Phort• 1179 206 Broadway New Phone 1176
Specials for Saturday, June 8.
9 the best Sugar 50.
lb sack fancy Patent
Flour....  76c
24 lb seek -Omega Flour. 82c
Nice clean Rice Per 11) • • • 5e
Largest bottle of Sweet or
Sour Pickles ever put
on the market for 10c
1-4 lb Pkg. of our Dollar
Mix Tea 20c
3 Ms fancy Santos Green
Coffee  60c
3 IN Rio Roasted Coffee  42c
2 lbs Palmer House Blend
Coffee 65c
2 eans Corn and 3 cans
Tomatoes  50e
Fancy Ifte Corn per doz 75c
Fancy 15c Prunes, 3 tbs 40c
Faney Itic Prunes, 3 tbs 25e
2 bottles Heinz' 15e Ketch-
up 25c
Fresh Wafer Crackers,
per lie
Maple Syrup per bottle  10c
3 3-1b cans llominy  25c
Ice Cream Salt 12 Ths 10e
20e can Salmon 15e
• Fancy Oil Sardines, 2.0c
cans ....... 12 1-2e
lee Cream Powder, Pkg. •12e
5-Tie Brooms 25e
6 bars Star Soap and 1
box Star Naptha Pow-
der 23c
GREAT PACIFIC TEA COFFEE CO.
SLAIN BI HER BROTHE1{-IN-L.1W
Woman Murdered and Man Writes He
Will End His Own Life
al:nneapolis, June 7.- The body
of Mrs Catherine MeCart, who had
been missing since May 24, was
found today in a welt on the farm of
George Kadelbach,her brother-in-law,
a few miles from the city. Her skull
bad been .crushed in. and it was evi-
dent that she had been murdered.
While detectives were at Work try-
ing to 'solve the mystery, Henry Cla-
sen, the woman's brother, received a
letter from Kadelbach, mailed at
Delano, saying that he had kil:ed the
woman, and that he intended to take
his own life.
"Katie's to blame tor this and I
am a fool for it." the man wrote. He
said the woman, for a year, had
wanted to form a suicide agreement
with him, and that finally he had
killed her. intending to take his own
Tift., but had weakened after mur-
derng her. He gave directions for the
pate of his estate, but did not tell
where his body could be found.
The more a man knows about any
subject the more cautious he is
about discussing it
Bankruptcy Notice.
In the District Court of the United
States for the District of Kentucky,
In bankruptcy,
In the matter of William R. Hayes,
a bankrupt.
On this 5th day of June, A. D.,
19.07, on considering the petition of
the aforesaid bankrupt for discharge,
filed on the 5th day of June, A. D.,
1907, it is ordered by the court that
a hearing be had upon the same on
the 22nd day of June, A. D., 1907,
before said court, at Louisville, said
district, at 10 o'clock in the fore
noon, or as near thereto as practic-
able; and that notice thereof be
published 1 time in The Paducah
Sun, a newspaper printed in saki
district, and that all known ereditors
and other persons in interest may ap-
pear at said time and place and show
cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.
_Witness the Honorable Walter
Evans, judge of said court, and the
seal thereof, at Paducah, in said
district, on the 5th day of June, A.
D.,. 1907.
J. R. PURYEAR Clerk.
Use Sun want ads. tor results.
n
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You Can Keep Cool Easily
If You Wear Prorr Ludergarmeols
With just the right attention to the undergar-
ments you can withstand any weather changes.
We should like to show you how The New Store
can help you. Below is an idea :
50 Cent Garments
Sea Island Halliriggana, light-weight, cool,
for 50c garment: a suit 
Mercerized Pink Halbriggang, 50e garments,
  $1a suit ,00
Nainstoek in coat style shirts, knee length $1.00drawers, 50c garments: a suit. 
*1.00 Clermont..
Mercerized cloth, or Soleet tee, coat shirts, $2.00(Mort drawers, for $1.00 a garment, atilt ......
Lisee thread In white, pink or blue short or 
Sli00long elee vet,, a garment
411.110 °art-tient..
Imported garmentein white, lilac or $1,50, $2.00fancy stripes, a g4tment
A ghletic Shirt.
All strips of shirts for young men, One rner•
°slued lisle, for..,  $1100
Union Stilts
Union Suits, fine grade of Macro cotton, short $2.00or lung sleeves, short or long drawers 
Union Sults, bleached Bales, long sleeves
and drawers.   $2.50
Union Sults, pink helm full length shirts and drawer..
else blue or white meteerired lisles In long $3or short sleeves or drawers CO
D!1411r.5 ve 41 BROADW9f1"1
11-"InIap ef'IRItneetk'ullee•~11261.41014-414 ,-116'1.11rwsasell
"Os wiga.: ••••haoMM. . • ••• i•••••••••• •••••• •
SCHOOL CONTRACTS
WILL BE PREPARED AND SUB-
MITTED NEXT MONDAY EVE.
trustee H. C. Brnme, Who Has Con-
tract For Building Did Not
Resign His Seat,
Senator Wheeler Campbell was
present last night when the contract
to be signed with the successful bid-
ders on the two new echo& buildings
were read and noticelug several er-
rors, offered to read teh contracts
over professionally as a favor to the
board. 'He had come with C. K.
Wheeler and City Solicitor James
Campbell, je., in anticipation of an
opposition to the awarding of the
contracts that failed to mature. It
was found that the contracts were
faulty and the board ordered a com-
mittee to meet with Senator Camp-
bell today to draw the contracts.
This committee composed of Presi-
dent List and Trustee Kelly will
have everything ready but the sign-
ing, for another adjourned meeting
next Monday night. At this meeting
also, the colored school teachers will
be elected.
To lose no time, the contractor6
with the successful bids, Lockwood
and Tuttle for the Jackson street
building, and George Weikel for the
Rowiandtown building, were directed
to go ahead and break ground this
week.
Trustee H. C. Brame, who secured
a contract for improving the Mc-
Kinley; building, did not tender his
resignation.
Sinallartty.
"That defeated racing auto over there
remind.; me of geed money."
"That's an odd compnriaren. Why
does it remind you of good money?"
"Beenuse everybody can efts; it."
STRANGE PLEA TO ROOSEVELT
REVEALS DOMESTIC TRAGEDY.i
Detroit Woman, Demented, Sends a
Telegram Asking for $50.000.
 --t
Detroit, Mich., June a.-The fol-
lowing message was forwarded from
the offices of the Western Union Tel-
egraph company this warning:
Theodore Roosevelt, President.
Waehington, D. C.-Please wire me
$511,0.00, (fifty thousand dollars) at
onto from the United States treasury
to save the American cause.
ESTELLE S. STEVENS.
9.03 Twelfth street, Detroit. Mkt.
A visit to the home of the sender
developed the fact that she had had
nothing to eat for several days and
had been served by the landlord with
a five days' notice to leave her home
for non payment of rent. On the
wall were a large portrait of Prete-
I dent Roosevelt and an honorabledischarge of her deceased husbandIfrom the army In 11.65. after four
* years' service. The woman Is tern-
terarily demented and will he cared
foe,
i Palmer-H. H. Levy, New York:R. E. Michaels, Richmond. Va.; E.
1
J. Reidy, Chicago; Sam Remmick.
Mayfield; G. C. Edwarde Benton; .1.
B Wall, St. Louis; J. E. Erwin
/
Paris, Tenn.; Fern Withers, Sturgis.
F. V. Noumea Nashville; A. F. Nich
ohs. Kansas City; C. N".' Sharp, De-
troit.
iI
13elvedere-Guy Hollingsworth,
St. Louis; H. C. Richards, Hopkins-
vine: L. D. Adams, Bmithiand; Frank
Bingler, Cincinnati: Rowland Neil,
I St. Louis; L. D. Threlkeld, Smith-land.I New Richmond--S. A. Bassett.
. Cronanville. Tenn.; L. P. Tashiee,
1
 
Danville, Tenn.: .1. H. IMayden, Kut-
Jaws A. B. Irv-an, Hardin: Joe Noo-
man, Mt, Louis: W. N. Bohomen,
i
Birmingham; William Pope, Dycule-
burg: J. C. Carter. Pottsville; W. V.
Jean, Atianta; Fred Williamson,
Puryear, Tem,
1I B id
St. N
f 
k 
sv 
Lhole----J. . Jamison and
11 %; ToNT711u rN‘re' at 1. ‘.
ren 
Howell,
 al rt:1:: BIrrdsyll
Visnna• g. si. 11111. Lotaisvele: .1 M
tioimes, 'I at ple Hill: Robert Speck,
Temple -14111; Grover E. Holmes), Tern
pie Hill: Mlle Shell, Golconda: ?. It
toenson. Vienna: J. H. Sruitd, Vier,-
as: Sam Smith, 'Mayfield: ("harks
Barry, Lexington; Torn W1nhon. Sa-
vannah; L. Roeenetock, Baltimore.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
I A corner in gnat) isn't neeessarily
etu the *aware.
. •
Oriticiime like charity, should be-
gin at home.
The family tree of the grafter is
a plum tree.
KAY BE CHANGES
ON I. C. DIVISION
Trainniaater L. E. McCabe
Called to Chicago
Humors of a General Shake Up Have
Kept Railroad Men on Tiptoe
of Expectancy.
GOSSIP OF RAILROAD MEN
There is "something doing" In
railroad circles which may have a di-
rect effect on Paducah and the Louis-
ville division, and local railroad em-
ployes are lookitig forward to devel-
opments with interest.
Yesterday afternoon a telegram
called Trainmaster L. E. McCabe, of
the Paducah district of the Illinois
Central, to Chicago on "imporant
business." He left on the Cairo ac-
commodation passenger train at 6:15
and was accompanied part of the way
by Traveling Engineer B. J. Feeney
and Master Mechanic R. E. Fulmer.
Rumors of changes on the Louisville
division coming from authoeitative,
sources have been going the rounds
for several weeks, and the latest is
that the report of transferring Super-
intendent A. H. Egan is to be con-
firmed, and Trainmaster McCabe ap-
pointed to fill fhe vacancy. An offi-
cial denial that Mr. Egan is to be
transferred was made by Mr. H. Mc-
Court, superintendent of southern
lines, of the Iiiinois Central, but
changes are never given out far in
advance of the date.
Engineers Jesse -spinner and Tim
Austin, of the Illinois Centre:, are
laying off on account of illness.
"Do you know why that wrecking
crew is picking up old iron about
the yards, and why the road prose-
cuted persons carrying away brass,
copper, and other metals found in the
yards?" inquired a railroad man.
"Because if it did not, it would lose
thousands of dollars annually. Ev-
ery piece of iron is saved and melted
up again to be wrought into shape
for further service. Scrap iron deal-
ers would send out scouts to work
the yards in every city if we did not
prosecute. Annually the road saves
thcusands of dollars, even saving the
brass Rings from journal boxes."
Mr. C. A. Mullhall. of Grayson
Springs, chairman of the local Order
of Railway Telegraphers, was In Pa-
ducah last night on business, going
east. to Louisville at 7:45 o'clock this
morning.
Firemen A t Howland and J. W.
Crow, of the local Illinois Central,are
Ii! and off duty.
Fireman C. S. Shayden is ill and
off duty.
Mr. W A Carter, coach inspector
for the Illinois Central, is 1W and
unable to be on duty, and Mr. Joe
Henley is acting for him.
A drunken man tried to take
charge of the Illinois Central depot
this morning and convert the wait-
ing room Into a lodging apartment.
Patrolmen Orr and Sanders gave him
two minutes to "skidoo" and he "hit
off" down the track at 10 miles an
hour in a pouring rain.
Messrs. David Kennedy and Roy
Christman, engineers on the Illinois
Central between Paducah and Lou-
isville, and Paducah and Evans-
ville, have returned from Sell Lake
City after a month's visit for their
health.
The Illinois Central railroad pay
ear will arrive in Paducah thls
month on the 17th. It will come
from Mounds Ill., and proceed south,
passing through to the Louisville di-
vision several days later.
The Evening Sun-10c, a week.
Great Southern Tea
and Coffee Co.
113 S. Second St.
Phones 805
Saturday's Specials are of the
kind to delight the souls of the
keen judge of values and make
our June sales the talk of all
Paducah.
Premium stamps free on every
purchase.
Sugar 10 Ms 55c
Best Patent Flour 70c
Lipton Tea box 50c
Ceylon Tea box 25c
Santos Coffee M 15c
Tumbals coffee 20c
Choice Rice, 3 Ms 15c
White or Red Vinegar Qt 10c
Potted Ham box Sc
Sardines, 3 boxes 10c
Stick Candy ?A 10c
Mixed Candy, 3 Wes 25e
Egg-o-see. 3 Pkgs. 25c
Dr. Price's Celery Food 10c
Macaroni, 2 Pkgs. 15e
Oyster Crackers, tlit  ler
Catsup. bottle  tOe
Plekles. gallon 26e
School Pickles, dozen 15e
HIGH TRIBUTE
MR. IRVIN (BB COMP LI ME NTED
FOR HIS WORK.
-a_
London Gazette Says He "Never
Penned a Single Slovenly
Phrased Sentence."
An artielt in the London (Eng-
land) Gazette of April 13, giving a
resume of the Thaw trial, paje the
following fine tribute to Irvin S.
Cobb, formerly of Paducah:
"The activity of New York journal-
ists has eclipsed all American court
reeorde. The most industrioug of all
has been Mr. Irvin S. Cobb, the bril-
liant descriptive writer of the Even-
ing World. who has written 650,000
words since the trial began.
"The first day that Evelyn Thaw
was cross-examined he wrote 12,800
words in less than six hours. He has
been the mar-vol of the whole court,
never having penned a single sloven-
ly phrased sentence."
River Report.
Cairo 38.8 
Chattanooga .. 8.4
Cincinnati 18.9
Evansville 23.0
Florence •  4.8
Johnsonville .. 7.6
Loulsvflie 10.6
Mt. Cermet .  17.1
Nashville 11.1
Pittsburg .. ........ 8.1
St. Louis ..21.2
Mt. Vernon 22.7
Paducah .21.5
1.5
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0.8
0.8
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.2
1.6
0.2
1.0
0.8
rise
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rise
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Noah had better look out or the
record for rains made in his day will
be eclipsed. River men saw the down-
pour this morning with groans and
the dismal forecast coming from
Washington for the month, promises
no relief for the oppressed industrial
world. A rise of 0.8 was recorded
here since yesterday; bit that was
before the rains of last night and to-
day figured. The stage on the same
date last -year was 7.9.
The Cumberland, a government
boat In the Cumberland river around
Nashville, will arrive today to go on
the ways for repairs. The W. T. Har-
dison will be finished by Wednesday
of next week.
The Annie L. arrived yesterday
from Mt. Vernon and took on a Cum-
berland river pilot. Next week the
Annie L. will return to goon the dry
docks for repairs. It Is probable that
a new hull will be built. The Enos
Taylor made a trip to Brookport ear-
ly this morning, and back. The der-
rick boat Morrie F. Brune will be
put into the rill& today.
A race was run yesterday after-
noon between the Georgia Lee and
the George Cowling from Metropolis
to Paduca-h. The little packet kept
nose and nose with the big one to
Brookport but the Georgia Lee came
in just ahead of the Cowling. The
Georgia Lee went on to Cincinnati.
The Peters Lee will arrive Satur-
day afternoon from Cincinnati going
down to Memphis.
The Lyda left this morn:ng for the
Cumberland rimer after ties.
The City of Saltillo arrived at
3:4 o'clock yesterday from the
Tenheesee river and left after allow-
ing the passengers to see the city, for
St. Louis.
The Martha Hennen is bringing a
10* of logs down from Smithland.
Lumber covered the decks of the
Kentucky last night on the arrival
from thp Tennessee river. The Ken-
tucky will leave Saturday evening for
the Tennessee river.
The Dick Fowler left In the drench-
ing rain this morning for Cairo and
probably will return tonight in an-
other.
A crowd of Paducahans left this
morning on the Joe Fowler for Mam-
moth Cave. They will take another
boat at Evansville, to go to the cave.
Official Forecast.
The Ohio, at Evansville and Mt.
Vernon, will continue ,rising during
the next two days At Paducah and,
Cairo, will continue rising during the
next three days. The maximum stage /
at Cairo will he close to 34 feet.
The Tennessee, from Florence to.
below Johnsonville, w141 fall slowly
during the next 24 hours.
The Mkseissippl, from Chester to
Cairo, will continue rising during the
next 24 to 36 hours. .
The Wabash, at Mt. Carmel, will
continue rising during the next 36
hours, reaching a crest stage, of be-
tween 17 and 17.5 feet.
TWO MENTIONED FOR
JUDGE GORDON'S PLACE
Frankfort, Ky., June 7.- Con-
gressman 011ie M. James and Clem
Nunn, of Marion, were here today
conferring with Govereor Beckham
relative to the rumored resignation of
Circuit Judge J. Flem Gordon, of the
Crittenden judicial district, They rec-
ommended Attorney John W. Blue:
of Marion, for appointment. Attorney,
Lee Gibson, of Hopkins county, Is
also raid to be urged for the ap-
pointment. Efforts are being made to
have Judge Gordon hold on to the
(MCP until after the time at which
It would be necessary to have an elec-
tion in the district this fall. The
counties of the district are Hopkins,
CaMwell, Livingston sad Crittegden.
A lot of worry conies to those who
watt.
alliineweeraw.
Specials
The Model,
This
At
112 S.
Blue Serge
$5.98
Week
Second St.
All Wool
Pure worsted
At
-Piec2 e suits
$1. Worthco o
20 cl'ENAT ; OFF
We arc overstocked
offer you above
order to reduce
discount
stock.
ALNI BOYS' KNEE PANT SUITS
on boys knee pant suits and
on our already low prices in
Ladies'
With white French heel
. As sold elsewhere
White
at...........-  
Oxfords
$1.15
in the new grey.at $1.50. Also
_ ..1-- f-
e
IIEG US MT orr
SEE TFIIS UNDERSHIRT!
It looks al though Shad been rickliecl
with bullet -holes. It hani.t. Its..
knitted that way arid this is why:-
1 he numberless pores of the
human body arc tiny breath holes
0 r noses.
-F'OROSKNIT. Summar Und•r-7ear forzagit.o!wjte,:rtzaz ..;i;
- ra,."...fh-z=."1"*"...6. wa
and wears lose
50 CENTS A GARMENT
Look for the label " POROS-
KNIT" on every garnvent. It is a
mark of meaning. No garment
genuine without it.
$1.00 Ault
7-1.-- -1
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The
!Price SOc Garment,
Model,
Paducah's
-
112 S. Second St.
Cheap Cash Store,
ROBERT ACKER
WINS HONOR AT SCHOOL AND
ACCEPTS POSITION,
SPECIALS
PLAY HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
TEAM TODAY.
Will Go to Bishop, California, After Have Met Before and Washington
Brief Visit to Take Up His Building Lads Have Been the
Life's Work. Victors.
The friends of Mr. Robert Acker
will be glad to learn of his success.
A fine position with a big firm in
Bishop, Cal., has been accepted by
him and after a short visit to his
brother in Cincinnati he will leave
Sunday for the west. Last night
Mr. Acker was graduated from Ken-
tu..-ky State college, where he made
a fine record, representing the civil
engineering department with an nea-
t ion at the commencement exere isms
'Mr. Acker ie a son of 'Mrs. Hannah
Acker, 1212 Jackson street, and a
graduate of the High school chums
of '03.
Use Sun want ads. for results.
NOTICE
The Owls meet tonight at their
hall, 118 South Third street.
H. J. ELLERBROOK,
Secretary
If 
H
This afternoon the Paducah "Spec-
ials" and the High school baseball
teams are playing a game of ball at
League park. Both teams have met
before the High school lads winning
by 8 to 3.
The line-ups are: High school-
Gallagher, catcher; Fisher, pitcher;
Yeiser, first base; Ketterjohn, sec-
ond base; Elliott, third base; Baghy. ,
short stop; Burton, Skailey and Ep-
perbeinter, fielder's.
Speeials--Hiaroour, catcher; Arn-
old, pitcher: Settle, first base; How-
ell, second base; Dunbar. third base;
Williatns, short atop; McChesney,
Ftroff and Luttrell. fielders.
va
The Model Laundry will be
open for business Monday,
June 10, corner Seventh and
Adams streets.
 VOWS
I
NOTICE
The- Model laundry Co.
soul nil Adams Streets.
Old Phone 3634
This Sideboard
*12.00
Others From
$15 to $175
Few people know how much money you have, but
every one who knows you passes judgment on your home.
It is our pleasure to help you furnish your homes
easily and nicely, and the great growth df our store attests
our succest.
If you don't know us, you are the loser.
Come in when down town and let us show you our
handsome lines of furniture and draperies and how reason-
ably priced everything is; how easy it is to pay
A DOLLAR DOWN AND A DOLLAR A WEEK
On your purchases.
•
